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i*ori Jefeus. *
MR. WILKINs' paper on " Physical Geo-

graphy in the High School," abounds in
valuable hints and suggestions and will be
read with interest by Public as well as by
High School masters. Weregret thatowing
to the length of the paper we are unable to
give in this number the copious notes in
which Mr. Wilkins has explained and
defended such of his statements as seemed
to require elaboration or proof. One
note in particular deals with the strong
statement made in the first sentence of his
article, and corroborates it with many facts
of experience. This note at least, and if
possible the others, we will give in next
number, not only as a matter of justice to
the writer, but because they cannot fail to
be useful to our readers, especially to all
teachers of the important subject of geo-
graphy.

Grip, in a recent number forecasts as
follows some of the results of the forthcom-
ing invasion of Toronto by the members
of the American National Teachers' Asso-
ciation next summer. We shall probably
survive

From ten thousand to fifteen thousand
pedagogues and pedagoguesses, with their
friends, are expected to visit Toronto from
the United States next July. Let us draw
it mild, and take the lower estimate. This
neans that the people of Canada will

become acquainted with ten thousand
intelligent American citizens ; and as each
Intelligent American citizen will become

ç0qré'0ý-
acquainted with at least ten equally intelli-
gent Canadian citizens, the intelligent
American citizens will form terms of
intimacy with one hundred thousand intelli-
gent Canadian citizens, thus, as usual, get-
ting the start of us by about ninety per
cent. How long are we, the intelligent
citizens of Canada, prepared to stand this
sort of thing ? Just think of it a little in
detail. It is as certain as anything can be
that a good deal of stealing will be going
on-stealing, not steeling, of hearts. Inevit-
ably, nuptialities must follow. Canadian
homes will be broken up, and the mischief
of it will consist in the fact that the homes
will rather enjoy the process. Again, this
meeting will establish an increased inter-
national correspondence, the'result of which
no man can estimate. If every Yank-
American, we mean-should write only
twice a year to his Canadian friends, that
will mean two hundred thousand epistles
from a hostile nation to breathe pestilential
republicanism into our pure political atmos-
phere. Perish the thought! Then, too, we
shall have an equal number of missives
from Canadians in return, at a cost in post-
age alone of $6,ooo, the cost to tble Ameri-
cans being only $4,ooo, as they pay but two
cents, while.we pay three-here again the
Americans are ahead !

WE have much pleasure in complying
'with the request of Mr. H. J. Hill, the
efficient Secretary of the Local Executive
Committee appointed to make arrange-
ments for the great International Eduça-
tional Association next summer, by pub-
lishing the following notice. We hope
that a very large number of our readers
will make their arrangements to attend
this great meeting. It is refreshing to
know that the interchange of educational
thought at least, need not be hampered by
national boundaries or high tariffs.

NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION ANNUAL
CONVENTION.

The annual Convention of the National Educa-
tional Association of the United States, for the
present year, will be held at Toronto, from the I4th
to the 17th of July next, and a Local Committee has
been appointed at Toronto to make all the neces-
sary arrangements. At Ieast twelve thousand
teachers of Public Schools, Collegiate Institutes,
High Schools, Universities and School Inspectors,
throughout the United States and Canada are
expected to attend the Convention, and a large
amount of work has to be done preliminary to the
meeting to make arrangements for the accommoda-
tion of this large number of visitors. Cheap railway
rates have been secured from all parts of Canada
and the United States. An official bulletin will be

issued about the middle of March, giving a full pro-
gramme of the proceedings at the Convention,
officers of the Association, railway arrangements,
etc., and will be forwarded to anyone desiring a
copy on th'eir dropping a post card to the Secretary
of the Local Committee, Mr. H. J. Hill, at Toronto,
or Mr. J. L. Hughes, Chairman of the Executive
Committee, Toronto. The most complete arrange-
ments will be made to give the visiting teachers a
splendid welcome and to make the meeting a great
success. Local excursions are being arranged to
all important points of interest surrounding the
place of meeting. The meeting will be of an inter-
national character, and as it is the first time the
Association has ever met in Canada, it is hoped
that the Canadian teachers will attend in large
numbers to take part in the proceedings.

WE are glad to see that the Minister of
Agriculture has complied with the request
of the Ontario Teachers' Association, at its
last annual meeting, by publishing the
excellent address on " Agriculture in Public
Schools," delivered by Mr. J. E. Bryant,
M.A., on that occasion. We have had this
address before us for some time hoping to
give it to our readers through the JOURNAL,
but have been unable hitherto to do so, on
account of its length. Now it is accessible
in a neat pamphlet form, and may, no
doubt, be had for the asking from the De-
partment of Agriculture. We hope Minis-
ter Dryden will see that every Public-school
teacher in the Province receives a capy
without asking, for it is a paper which teach-
ers in particular should read. Our space
will not admit of an extended notice, but
we may just say that Mr. Byrant pursues a
strictly logical method in his argument for
the teaching of agriculture in the schools
He commences by pointing out that one or
more of three distinct aims governs all edu-
cators in their choice of the subjects of
School-room study. In order to establish
the claimof any subject to be so used, it must
be shown to be adapted either to a discip-
linary, an æsthetical (including ethical), or
a practical or utilitarian end. Those sub-
jects are undoubtedly best which combine
all three ends, as indeed most subjects do,
and as he proceeds to show that agricul-
ture does, though in varying proportions.
Few will, we believe, read the address with-
out becoming convinced, if they were not
convinced before, that it is in the highest
degree appropriate and desirable that, in a
Province which is eminently agricultural,
Agriculture should be made a prominent
subject of study in the public schools.

ha mutal
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* PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY IN THE
HIGH SCHOOL.

BY D. F. H. WILKINS, B.A., BAC. APP. SCI., HEAD MASTER, HIGH

SCHOOL BEAMSVILLE.

OF all the subjects prescribed for study
in our schools there is probably none which
more emphatically deserves the epithet
" mistaught " than that of geography. Too
often geography is assumed to be a mere
memory-subject; a stuffing in of a cart-load
of names with here and there a map or two
-the whole an unpractical, useless burden,
to be dropped as soon as that awful spectre,
" the examination," has been successfully
encountered. In both High and Public
Schools it is only too often assumed that
there is to be a huge gap between that
knowledge of the earth's surface which is
derived from school-book and school-room,
and that knowledge of the same surface
which is derived from practical acquaintance
with the great world itself. At the same
time it is also somewhat inconsistently
assumed that the principal objects to be
gained by the study of geography are the
acquisition of a vast amount of practical
information, the picturing to the mind's eye
of the beautiful and sublime features of the
earth's surface as they really exist, and the
relations of those features which are unseen
and unknown personally to us, to those of
our own locality, those with which we are
familiar.

What is true of the subject of geography
in general is doubly true of that most fas-
cinating and useful sub-division known as
physical geography, In the High School
only too often is physical geography regard-
ed as a most unwelcome appendage to the
general subject, neither flesh nor fowl nor
fish-a something to be hurried over as
rapidly as possible without note or com-
ment. The physical phenomena with all
their varied effects, climate, flora, fauna,
laws governing these, laws influencing the
development of mankind, laws far-reaching
in their almost awful consequences-all
these fitted eminently to train both intellect
and emotion, are simply dashed through or
slurred over. The chief of English prose
writers may poinf out how greatly the pine
forests and the far-stretching ocean of the
North have affected the development of
Anglo-Saxon and Scandinavian character
when he says of our ancestors that " they
dwelt amid the forests as they wandered on
the waves, and saw no end nor any other
horizon :-still the dark-green trees or the
dark-green waters jagged the dawn with
their fringe or their foam. And whatever
elements of imagination or of domestic
justice were brought by the Norwegian and
the Goth against the dissoluteness or the
degradation of the south of Europe, were
taught them under the green roofs and the
wild penetralia of the pine." Another
writer,referring to ancient Greece, has said :
" No land known to the ancients, perhaps I
might say no land ever known to man, has
supplied such visible stimulus to the imag-
ination as Greece ; scenery so richly diver-

* Read before the Annual Meeting of the Science Association
held in Toronto, December, 1890.

sified, a land beyond all others various in,
features and in elements, mountains with
their bases plunged into the sea, valleys in-
tersected by great rivers, rich plains and
meadows inlaid between the hill-ranges,
deeply-indented shores,promontories wood-
clad or temple-crowned, looking out on the
many-islanded .Egean-around it on every
side seas so beautiful, above it such a can-
opy of sky, changing through every hour
and every season, and calling forth from
sea and land every color which sunlight
and gloom exhibit." Hundreds of passages
of similar import, both in poetry and in
prose, might be quoted to show how inex-
tricably interwoven physical geography is
with the destiny of our race. And yet, in
only too many instances, this valuable and
useful subject is hustled off the scene as
rapidly as possible in order to make room
for some so-called practical and useful
study.

There seem to be two reasons for this
somewhat scurvy treatment of our subject,
one of which is the small number of marks
assigned at the examinations. No matter
how interesting, how profitable, how useful
a study may be, students, as a rule, persist
in regarding it solely from an examination
standpoint ; so far, too, as culture and
development of mind are concerned, the
average pupil cares but little. Faith in his
own powers and faculties being boundless,
he needs neither culture nor training,
except such as will enable him " to pass " ;
and, with this low ideal before him, and a
small number df marks being awarded in
our subject, he is only too ready to acquire
as little knowledge as he can, and to
acquire that in a crude, raw state.

A second reason is that physical geo-
graphy is regarded as a stepping-stone to
general geography and this again as a
subordinate subject to history. Following
out this idea, these two branches fall to one
and the same teacher, who is generally an
honor graduate either in modern languages
or in classics. Now that the modern lan-
guages, classics and history are ably hand-
led, and that scholarly men and successful
teachers have charge of them and do their
duty by these subjects, require no words of
the writer to establish or to confirm. Ay,
more, that the inductive method of teach-
ing is used by all, or by nearly all, is a state-
ment in which the writer heartily and cheer-
fully concurs. But the question arises
whether it be fair and just to the teacher of
history and of modern languages or of
classics, to be put in charge of what is as
purely a branch of natural science as is
physics or botany. Is it doing him and his
work justice to take him out of his own
special sphere and put him into another
and a wholly different one, merely to carry
out what seems to the writer, at least, a
prejudice ? Is it not as unjust to him as it
would be to insist on the science master
teaching some one language willy-nilly?
Is it not almost as unfair to the pupils as
the villainous plan adopted in some of the
American schools of changing the masters'
subjects annually or biennially ? To
return to the reason, physical geography is
thought to be subordinate or rather pre-
paratory to general geography which in its
turn is to be a preparatory subject to his-

tory-a study which deals with men rather
than with things, which, therefore, touches
us more closely and is somehow regarded
as more reputable than the knowledge of
the earth itself.

Now, to the present writer it seems that
this is not a true view, unless we consider
physical geography. to be a matter of mere
definition rather than of laws and of causes.
But, as Bain has well said: " Physical geo-
graphy introduces considerations of cause
and effect into geographical facts by select-
ing and stating in empirical form the prin-
ciples methodically taught in the regular
and fundamental sciences. A course of
physical geography is subsequent and sup-
plementary to proper geography while
reacting upon it in the way that causation
operates upon the knowledge of facts."
True, Fitch, in his valuable lectures, takes a
quite different view, the one indeed gener-
ally adopted. But Fitch is addressing those
who are the equivalents of our Public school
teachers, rather those engaged in secondary
education. The subject of physical geo-
graphy should be given to the science mas-
ter, because it has to do with the characters
of rock masses and of the soils derived from
these, the formation of rock and stone, the
laws seen in the direction of our continents
and islands,the mountain,plateau and plain
regions, prevalent, winds, their causes and
effects, and many other like matters, especi-
ally the all-important ocean currents. It is
unfair and unjust to subordinate these to
the laws and facts of human history, while
it is indispensable for the teacher of history
to show the bearing of natural phenomena
upon the development of different branches
of our race. This, then, is what should be
done-to repeat ad nauseam. Physical geo-
graphy should be taught by the science
master not, however, as a " science option,"
but as a compulsory subject for all ; while
political geography and history might
remain as they are. It would seem, too, that
ioo marks might be given for. the former
subject and ioo for the two latter on one
paper, as at present. These things pre-
mised, a few words are now necessary
regarding the text-book, prior to developing
at some length the method of study to be
adopted.

Concerning the High school geography,
while there is much that is excellent, both
in matter and arrangement, it has been the
present writer's experience that there are
some grave faults in its make-up. The
student is plunged into the table of geo-
logical formations almost before he knows
how rocks are formed. After the salient
features of the past have been alluded to
we have a return to Denudation-a step in
the formation of rocks which might well
precede the historical treatment of geology.
In the geologic record itself the relations of
the Laurentian to the Huronian series, the
entire omission of the Montalban or the
Terranovan series, the mutual relations of
the Cambrian and the Silurian series, the
division of the last mentioned into three-
are, if not positively misleading, at least
questionable. Perhaps, too, the Glacial
theory at a time when its foundations are
being, if not overthrown, at least badly
shaken, receives too much attention. The
present writer would, however, recommend
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no new book and even no other book;
least of all must it be imagined that he is
on the scent for some new, as yet un-made-
to-order, work. He would rather recom-
mend that the present book be utilized as
a book of reference, that is, so far as physical
geography is concerned.

The method which the writer would adopt
is somewhat similar to that of Professor
Huxley in his admirable Physiography.
The first lesson should be an open-air one,
an excursion to discover the more important
features of the district. Here at once there
will be a divergence. For example, in the
county in which the writer is now located,
the Niagara escarpment, intersected by
numerous creeks and streams, the plain
below, and the Lake Ontario, are the
salient points of interest. Commencing
with the land, the students would be at
once asked the reason for the difference of
level between the plain on the escarpment
and that below. By comparison of a frag-
ment of hard Niagara dolomite in situ above
with a fragment of soft Medina shale in situ
below, and calling attention to "weather-
ing " of rocks, keeping the term out of sight,
the difference in hardness operating through
untold centuries would occur to the pupils
at once as a sufficient cause for the differ-
ence in level. This done and fully under-
stood, the four stages in the formation of
rocks--decomposition,denudationand trans-
portation, deposition and hardening-can
be followed out by observation and infer-
ence, the terms being carefully kept back
till their necessity is obvious. After this
had been made plain, specimens of lime-
stone, argillaceous shale, sandstone, coal,
etc., would be compared, and a classifica-
tion made, stratification lines having been
noted previously so as to get the point of
agreement in the specimens, and hence
to derive the definition of sedimentary. In-
structive experiments, too, should be given,
one of which would comprise the stirring up
of a quantity of sand, mud, etc., in water and
allowing it to stand, the vessel used being a
Jarge one of glass. Another experiment is
the well-known one of showing how water
containingcarbon di-oxide dissolves calcium
carbonate. Following the outline of the
sedimentary rock would come the inference
derived fromthe study of metamorphic boul-
ders, that all rocks are not purely aqueous
in origin, and then would follow an examina-
tion and classification of igneo-metamorphic
rocks. Specimens of volcanic rock follow
and some of purely igneous origin should, if
possible, be shown. The facts of super-
position, difference of mineral character, and
of fossils, having been noticed by the
students, the way is paved for " the geologic
record," which should be but lightly touched
upon. Then will follow the distribution of
the geologic formations, and thence the
direction of the continental margins, the dis-
tribution of mountain chains, island masses,
laws of continents, etc. River basins, deltas,
lake basins, etc., would follow, for which the
district would again be laid under contribu-
tion. There should, it may be added, be a
collection of the more important roc.ks and
fossils, made as far as possible by the stu-
dents themselves. From the consideration of
inland waters one would pass naturally to
the sea, the air, laws of climate, distribution

of animal and of plant life. Such topics as
the action of bodies of water in modqrating
excessive climates, ocean currents, as heat-
carriers, the formation of clouds, the effect
of pressure upon the boiling-point of water,
the èffect of evaporation when heat is not
directly applied-and many others should
be preceded by simple experiments from
which the inference must be drawn by the
students themselves. In connection with
this the writer would strenuously advise
that all schools be provided with a chart
of "Nature in Ascending Regions, " and
"Nature in All Climates from the Equator
to the Poles," two valuable helps to the
study of our science.

A word or two may now be necessary
regarding the mode of procedure to be
adopted in the case of our school, located on
or near one of our larger streams, yet inland
from our great lakes. Here the first topic
should be the river-basin itself, traced to its
source, and to its mouth by a series of
excursions. The character of the country
through which the river flows ; why certain
parts are hilly and others level ; the cause
of the presence or the absence of rocks ; the
cause of the river-basin itself, would natur-
ally follow, thus introducing the formation
of rock in general. The remaining topics
follow in the order described in the pre-
ceding paragraph and need not be repeated
here.

It now remains to briefly indicate the
educational value of our study. In the
first place there is no better way of cultivat-
ing a regard for the beautiful and the sub-
lime in nature than by using the scenery as
a text in the study of physical geography;
and that teacher who does not point out
the beauties of the landscape is doing only
half his duty to his subject.

When the poet, Cowper, could write, con-
cerning the flat landscape of the east of
England-

." I saw the fields and woods at close of day,
A variegated show ; the meadows green
Though faded ; and the lands where lately waved
The golden harvest, of a niellow brown,
Upturned so lately, by the forceful share.
I saw far off the weedy fallows smile
With verdure not unprofitable, grazed
By flocks, fast feeding, and selecting each
His favorite herb ; while all the leafless groves
That skirt the horizon wore a sable hue,
Scarce noted in the kindred dusk of eve."

When another, a prose writer, would say of
a monotonous landscape of our own
Province: "A long stretch of now leafless
woodland, of oak, of elm, of maple, of
hickory and of walnut, reaching off to the
northern horizon'; here houses and farm's,
there the vista of a railway, so level, so flat,
that marble after marble might be rolled
indifferently either north or south ; here
clearings, there natural meadow, a slight
covering of snow upon all ; all this lay
before, behind and around me under the
pale blue winter's sky, under the gold-red
setting sun." When even so-called tame,
fiat landscapes can awaken a perception
of the beautiful, why should not such
perception be awakened and cultivated in
the pupils of our High Schools by inducing
them to see for themselves the hundred-
thousand nature-painted pictures around
us?

But there is another reason, one which

will perhaps seem of more value to those
who are so imperfectly edicated as to con-
sider the contemplation of beautiful scenery
as mere frothy sentiment. It is this : If
there be one faculty par excellence in which
our pupils are deficient, it is observation.
The writer's experience is that nine-tenths
of our pupils go through. the world with
their eyes shut, not only to the beautiful,
but even the useful in nature, Over and
over again has he questioned pupils of
intelligence regarding some of the more
commonly occurring phenomena only to
be answered that they had noticed nothing.
For eeample, the phenomenon known as
" the frost coming out " of a cold building
on the sides which face the warm south
wind and not on the others ; and the
kindred phenomenon of ice-crystals on
twigs and branches of cold trees, likewise
on the sides facing the warm south wind,
he has uniformly found almost unnoticed,
or if noticed, immediately forgotten. On
this ground alone physical geography being
a science of observation, should be carefully
studied after the manner indicated above.

But, further, since physical geography is
the only compulsory branch of Natural
Science, the training of the reason to
properly generalize from a great many par-
ticulars is another educational advantage
not to be ignored. It is true that the wise
teacher in any subject uses as far as possible
the inductive method ; but it is also true
that the.other subjects have to do with man
more than with nature, thus leaving physical
geography as the only branch of study
open to all High School pupils in which
we can reason from Natural Phenomena to
Natural Law. Here only do we learn to
compare the unknown with the known, to
realize, however imperfectly, the mighty
stretches of our world as they are actually
related to one's own home. We are infal-
libly brought to see that the same force that
shapes the wayside rill excavates the
mighty river; that the same cause, which
under the exhausted receiver freezes the
water in the watch-glass, wraps the moun-
tain-summit in eternal snow ; that the same
cause, which in a hot room bedews the outer
surface of a glass of ice-water, makes the
masses of cloud hang upon the mountain-
side leaving its top bathed in sunshine and
which gives to the seaside of a mountain
range welcome showers, leaving the land-
side bare and barren of life. Yet these are
but a few of the instances in which our
knowledge of common things leads us to
the solution of problems sublime and appar-
ently mysterious ; problems affecting the
welfare of mankind ; problems demonstrat-
ing the universality of Natural Law.

Finally, the writer would suggest that by
the study of physical geography, as indeed
of all the other inductive sciences, we are
led to recognize in the beautiful and the
sublime, proofs of Order and Law Divine.
In the very correlation of beauty and use,
in the fact that earth's enjoyable scenery
is the result of cold, hard, matter-of-fact
law, we find something of that wonderful
adaptation and design so conspicuous in all
nature. As the present writer has elsewhere
remarked, " Many a one here present has
perhaps wandered down by the river side,
along the ocean shore, or by the margin of
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one of our inland lakes in the hush of even-
tide, feeling an inexpressible calm. Many
a one has gazed enraptured from some
mountain-summit upon the panorama of
hill and dale, plain and ocean, forest and
stream, conscious of joy too deep for words.
Many a one has rambled through grand old
woods in the bright days of spring, or in the
clear, cool days of autumn, 'mid crimson
and golden leaved trees and shrubs, under
the clear blue sky and the golden sun.
Many a one has watched the clouds in their
ærial flight, or has followed almost rever-
ently, in the silent night, the grand march
of " the host of heaven." Yet exalting and
ennobling as is the effect produced on the
mind by these phenomena, how greatly is
this effect enhanced when to this we add
the conceptions of unity in diversity, law
and order, harmony of proportions, typical
forms and special ends, intelligence, final
cause, a plan divinely instituted and
ordained, stretching from the immeasurable
Past, onward through the ages to the
immeasurable Future?" Yet ·these are
some of the results of the study of Physical
Geography.

All communications intended for this department
should be sent before the 2oth of each month to C.
Clarkson, B.A., Seaforth, Ont.

THE SEQUENCE OF EUCLID.

A REJOINDER BY PROFESSOR DUPUIS.
[To ths MathematicalEditor of THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL.]

DEAR SIR,-l crave a portion of your space to
make some remarks anent a criticism of my Geo-
metry by an unknown writer from Alberta, N.W.T.

In regard to the book itself I may mention that
it has been fully and favorably reviewed in the
country in which it was published, and that one o
the ablest of the British reviews bas seen fit to
say of the book that " it is a good work and leads
the pupil up by a course of sound teaching, so as
to enable him to attack with success the subject of
modern analytical geometry."

I bave, moreover, received numerous commen-
dations of the work, one from so distant a point as
Christiana in Sweden.

This new critic, however, holds a different
opinion, and seems to see nothing except through
Euclidian spectacles. He says the work is inferior
to Euclid, and apparently fears that there is some
danger of its replacing Euclid in the schools. To
quiet his fears I may say that I did not write the
work for the schools but for my own classes, and
for such other higher institutions as might sec fit
to use it, for a good portion of the work lies beyond
any point ever reached in the schools.

Moreover, I bave not approached the Minister
of Education upon the subject, nor do 1 intend to
do so. If that Honorable gentleman or his col-
leagues should see fit to sanction officially the use
of the book or of any part of it in any of the
schools, I should feel glad, especially for the sake
of the publishers ; and I am certain that it would
not injure any boy to become acquainted with a
portion, or all of its matter. I never claimed per-
fection for the work, but this I know, that it is not
more imperfect than Euclid, that it proceeds along
more logical lines, and that it leads up to a plane
of geometrical thought higher than could ever be
reached by the study of Euclid alone.

And now for the critic. His whole criticism evi-
dences such complete ignorance of modern geo-
metrical ideas that it is not worth replying to in
detail. He misses the verbosity and circumlocu-
tion of his ideal, and bence the work is to him a
"burlesque on logic." Possibly it is upon his logic.
He repeats the statement of Geometncal Continu-
ity but fails to grasp the idea, and then, instead of
nterpreting Io6° in the light of the definitions and

explanations of 105°, he uses his own very insuffi-
cient light, and " fancies that there are other limit-
ing conditions." Surely fancy is the word which
best suits his case.

He complains that props. 9, 10, 11, 12, of Euc.
Bk. i, are not to be found in the book. Did be
suppose that the book was another of the innurfier-
able editions of Euclid ? Why did he not read the
preface? These problems are found, where they
properly belong, in the Constructive Geometry of
section 6, and not sandwiched in among the theo-
rems of Descriptive Geometry. Then he says that
I have " simplified the second Book of Euclid by
abolishing it."

Would it not be humorous to see a work, which
professedly aims at establishing geometric relations
along the lines of the symbolism of modern
Algebra, adopt the cumbrous and effete geometric
Algebra of 2,000 years ago ? Possibly, our critic
does not know that the fifth, and nearly the whole
of the second book of Euclid are Algebra. But he
says, "every school-boy knows that geometrical
relations cannot be expressed by Algebra." Shade
of Des Cartes! Has the man never heard of
Trilinears or Quaternions? Or is he ignorant of
what Algebra really is ? I am of opinion that
every Algebraic relation, which admits of a geo-
metric interpretation (sec sect. 3, part II.) expresses
a geometric relation; and I hold this opinion in
common with all the great mathematicians of the
world, except this critic and his boys.

I would advise our critic to read Prof. Henrici's
opinions, or those of Prof. Cayley, the most conser-
vative of mathematicians in the most conservative
of countries, or better still the opening chapters of
Boole's Laws of Thought.

Again, if he had studied 152° with the purpose
of understanding it instead of misconstruing it, he
might have got some ideas and saved himself the
trouble of criticising a method, which, in a slightly
changed form, is due to one of the greatest geo-
meters of the present century.

There are two real difficulties in geometry: one
in the doctrine of parallels, where we have to make
assumptions about space and try to connect things
which have no real connection in thought ; the
other in proportion, where we endeavor to connect
magnitude with numerical quantity. Euclid takes
the easy way of bridging both of these by assum -
tions; the first being his celebrated 12th axiom,
which is now discarded by almost every one, except
possibly our critic, and the second his Def. 5 of
the fifth book, which no doubt our critic believes
to be perfection itself. Now Dr. Casey is acknow-
ledged to be one of the best geometers in Britain,
and this is what be says : " Every proposition in
the theory of ratio and proportion is truc for all
descriptions of magnitude. Hence it follows that
the proper treatment is Algebraic." Again, "Def.
v. is only a test of proportion, and one which,
instead of being taken for granted, requires proof."
Again, "Defs. vi. and viii. are definitions of
proportion." Turning to Def. vi. we find-" Mag-
nitudes which have the same ratios are called pro-
portionals." Lastly, turning to Def. iii., which
defines ratio, Dr. Casey says, "it has the fault of
conveying no precise meaning, being, in fact, unin-
telligible."

Now, apart from this, it is not difficult to show
that Def. v. is not even a test of Érobortion unless
we are prepared to go to the limit by taking
infinite multiples ; and, in common with nearly all
writers on modern geometry, I hold that it is
simpler and more comprebensible to go to the limit
in the direction of the infinitesimal, than to go to
limit in the direction of the infinite.

One might then be inclined to ask why Dr. Casey
wrote a " Euclid " ? Any one who bas witnessed
the almost fruitless results of the continued efforts
of 300 of the' prominent teachers of England to
get some improvement in geometrical teaching in
their own country, will scarcely ask the question.
Dr. Casey was wiser in his day and generation than
I was. He wrote for Great Britain, and he knew
the strength of its prejudiced conservatism ; but I
thought that in a young and growing country there
might be some desire for freedom from the slavery
of ancient authority. So far, there are no strong
indications of it, and my own work bas been more
appreciated in an alien country, the United States,
than in my native land.

But I am thankful that there is a country which
is free from the trammels of tradition, and if I
could republish the work it certainly would be in
that country.

And what bas England gained by ber worsbip at
the shrine of ancient geometry ? Simply this, that
she cannot boast of a single name in connection
with the establishing and developing of those great
principles which underlie modern synthetic geo-
metry. Both Mulcahey and Townsend formally
acknowledge their indebtedness, for nearly all their
subject matter, to the great French Geometers,
Poncelet and Chasles, and the latest addition to
the English literature on this subject is a transla-
tion from the Italian of the work on Projective
Geometry, by Prof. Cremona, of Rome.

What Canada bas to gain it is difficult to see.
That it will be any greater than that of England I
do not believe.

N. F. Dupuis.

ALGEBRA.

75. PRoVE (by+az)a +(bz +ax) 5 +(bx+ay) 3

- 3(by + az)(bz + axXbx + ay)
=(a3 +b 3 )(x3 +y 3 +z3 - 3xyz).

SOLUTION by the EDITOR.-This is of the form
a3 +b3+c 3 -3abc, of which one set of factors is
(a+b+cXa+wb+w 2cXa+w 2 b+wc) where w8 = i.
Sec EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL for July, I89o.
Hence the given expression is equal to
(a+b)x+y+z) (by+az (by+az)

+w(bz+ax) +w2(bz+ax)
+w 2(bx+ay) +w(bx+ay)

And the last two factors may be written,{ a(z+wx+w 2y) f a(z+w 2x+wy))
+b(y+wz+w 2x)f 1+b(y+w2z+wx)J

which may be multiplied out and wntten
a 2(z+wx+w 2y)(z+w2x+wy)

+ b 2(y+wz+w 2 x)(y+wz+ wx)
+ab(y+wz+w 2xXz+ wx +w 5 y)
+ ab(z + wx + w2y)(y+ w2z+wx)

Multiplyng the brackets out this becomes
a 2(x 2 +y 2 +z 2 -xy -yz-zx)

+ b2( Il if Il e.
+wab( i il l ,, )

+w
2

ab( e, t l e )
And this is evidently

(x2 +y 2 +z 2 -xy - etc.Xa 2 +b2 +wab+w 2 ab)
Now the first bracket along with the x+y+z of tlfe
first step gives
x3+y3+z3 -3xyz. The last bracket is=
a2 +b 2 +ab(w+w 2), and w+w 2 = - i, since

wa = I.
Hence this bracket = a2 - ab + b2, and with the

a+b of the first step makes a 3 +b3. Thus the
whole expression may be wrItten

(a3 +baXxa+ya +z8 - 3xyz.

76. Solve 9x3 - 9x -4=o.
SOLUTION.-We sec that x8 =x+t. (A)

Assume x=w«r 1 +w 2 «r 2 , where wa =, i.e.,

w=I, or w= -1I±( -3). Cube this assumed
identity,

-.. x3 =rl+r2 +3xerlr2 . (B). Comparing A
and B we see that t=rl+r2 . (C)

and *=«r i r2 (D), or l 1 =rir,.
From C, r2+rir2 =tr1

or r2 -t rl+M=o=

r1 =, and r2=1

and x= à+«=à(e9 +IV3)
=à (2'o8oo84+ 1-442250)

=à (3'522334)= 1174111 +
[See " Algebraic Analysis," Part I., by McLellan

and Glashan. Ginn & Co., Boston. Pp. 418;
$1.60.]

77. Solve x+y2=7
x 2 +y= Il.

SOLUTION.-By substitution
x+(r -x 2) 2 =7.

x'-22x2 +x+114=o
.. (x-3)(x8 +3x 2 -13x-38)=o; .*. x=3
orx 3+3x2-13x-3 8=o, Letx=z-1

zs-16z-23=0. (A)

Assume z = w#'r, + w2er2 , where ws8 - i

z3=(r,+r2)+ 3zr2r, but from A
za =23+16z. By comparison we see that
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r1 +r 2 =23 ; and rir2 =4096/27

r 2 
- 23r 1 + rjr2 o, whence we get

r=4[23 ± d (232 -&1)]

=1(23±iJ -6303)
=î1)± ,J-6303 ; whence z, and hence x.

[S AlgebrgWAnalysis," Part I., p. 301.]
78.qolve 2x 3+6x 2 + I=o.
SOLUTION.-The first step is to transform the

equation into a form containing only x3 and x.
Now x2 will disappear when we substitute y=x+1;
thus-we get

2y3 -6y+ 5=o, when the second power is absent.

Now assume y=wer, + w2er 2 , where w 5= i

Cube and y3 =r1 +r2 + 3yorr 2. But the equa-
tion gives

ys3 = -i+3y. Comparing these, we
see that we must have r1 + r2 = -t

and %r1 r 2 = i, i.e., rir 2 = i
r 2 +rir 2 +¾rl=o

that is r2+¾r 1+I=o.

This equation gives one value ofr 1 = -2, whence
r 2 = -1

one value ofy= -2 - «- and hence

one value of x= - i - 2

[See " Algebraic Analysis," Part I., p. 300.

79. (REv. T. ROACH, M.A.)-A galley rowed by
slaves is moored at a point A which is four miles
from B the nearest point of the coast, and C the
nearest point of neutral territory is thirty miles
from B, the coast-line BC being at right angles to
AB. A slave on board the galley can swim, with
the aid of the tide, 41 miles per hour, and can row
71 miles per hour. Find the point K in BC to
which he must swim to reach C in the shortest
time. Also, if he was missed after half-an-hour,
and his pursuers rowed to B at the rate of four
miles an hour, and then after some delay followed
him on horseback at the rate of ten miles an hour,
find how long they were delayed at B if they
arrived at C forty seconds late.

SOLUTION by D. BIDDLE, Professor HENDRICKS,
and others.

Let x=BK. Then(4 2 + x2) /(4½)+(30 - x)/ (71)
must be a minimum. By reference to the differen-
tial coefficients of the two terms, this is the case

when z5x/(i6+x2)i=9, that is, when x=3. The
times occupied by the fugitive slave in swimming
and rowing respectively will then be 1 + 3M =4
hours in all, or 4 h. 42' 4o". His pursuers would
get to B an hour-and-a-half after he started from
A, and would occupy three hours in riding to C.
Consequently, the delay at B must have been
12' 40"+40"= 13 min. 20".-Educational Times.

Edited by F. H. Sykes, M.A., of the Parkdale Col-
legiate Institute, Toronto.

This department, it is desired, will contain general
articles on English, suggestive criticism of the English
Literature prescribed for Ontario Departmental Exami-
nations, and answers to whatever difficulties the
teacher of English may encounter in his work. Con-
tributions are solicited, for which, whenever possible
the editor will afford space.

LESSONS IN RHETORIC.
By J. E. WETHERELL, B.A.

POETIC DICTION.

A STUDY of the following selections will show in
what respects the diction of poetry is at liberty to
diverge from the ordinary usage of prose. The
treatment of the subject will not be complete with-
out an examination into the peculiarities of emo-
tional and imaginative prose, as this type of prose,
in the fervor and beauty of its thought, assumes
spontaneously the elevated language of poetry.

THE TROSACHS.

The western waves of ebbing day 4
Rolled o'er the glen their level way;
Each purple peak, each flinty spire,
Was bathed in floods of living fire.
But not a setting beam could glow
Within the dark ravine below,
Where twined the path in shadow hid,
Round many a rocky pyramid,
Shooting abruptly from the dell
Its thunder-splintered pinnacle
Round many an insulated mass,
The native bulwarks of the pass,
Huge as the tower which builders vain
Presumptuous piled on Shinar's Plain.
The rocky summits, split and rent,
Formed turret, dome, or battlement,
Or seemed fantastically set
With cupola or minaret,
Wild crests as pagod ever decked,
Or mosque of Eastern architect.
Nor were these earth-born castles bare,
Nor lacked tbey many a banner fair ;
For, from their shivered brows displayed,
Far o'er the unfathomable glade,
All twinkling with the dew-drops sheen,
The brier-rose fell in streamers green,
And creeping shrubs, of thousand dyes,
Waved in the west wind's summer sighs.

-Scott.

(I.) Poetic Brevity.-Poetry, partly for effective-
ness and partly for metrical reasons, condenses and
abbreviates. This characteristic of poetic diction
may be seen in the foregoing extract.

(i) In the use of the short form "o'er" for
"over."

(2) In the omission of particles-(as) huge as,
(as) wild crests as.

(3) In the omission of the article-(a) pagod,
(a) mosque, (a) thousand dyes, (an) Eastern archi-
tect.

(4) In the use of compounds-" thunder-
splintered," " earth-born."

(5) In the use of the possessive-" Shinar's
Plain," "west wind's."

(Il.) A rchaisms and Non-Colloquialisms.-Poetry
secures dignity by avoiding colloquial terms and
hackneyed expressions. Words that have gone
out of common use, and words that have a glamour of
poetic association from having been used by many
generations of poets, are peculiarly fitted for en-
hancing literary pleasure. In the selection before
us we find a few such words-" dell," "rent,"
" glade,." " sheen." Examine in this connection the
expression, "nor lack'd they."

(III.) Picturesqueness.-The chief means em-
ployed to produce the poetic quality called pictur-
esqueness are :

(i) The use of epithets, as "purple," "flinty,"
"living," " dark," " rocky," " shiver'd," " unfathom-
able," " sheen," " creeping."

(2) The use of imagery or word-painting, as in
(a)" The western waves . . . living fire."
(b)" Nor were these earth-born castles bare."
(c)" Waved in the west wind's summer sighs."

(IV.) The Musical Element in Diction.-Poetry,
apart from metre and rhyme, seeks to secure an
easy and pleasant flow of words, or to make the
sound of words answer to the sense.

(i) Examine for melodious words the last four
lines.

(2) Examine for alliteration the first four lipes.
(3) Examine for imitative harmony in the

words employed, (a) " Shooting abruptly," etc. ; (b)
"Presumptuous piled," etc.

A STORMY SUNSET BY THE SEASIDE.

The sun was now resting his huge disk upon the
edge of the level ocean, and gilded the accumula-
tion of towering clouds through which he had
travelled the live-long day, and which now assem-
bled on all sides, like misfortunes and disasters
around a sinking empire and falling monarch.
Still, however, his dying splendor gave a sombre
magnificence to the massive congregation of
vapors, forming out of the unsubstantial gloom the
show of pyramids and towers, some touched with
gold, some witb purple, some with a bue of deep
and dark red. The distant sea, stretched beneath
this varied and gorgeous canopy, lay almost por-
tentously still, reflecting back the dazzling and
level beams of the descending luminary, and the
splendid coloring of the clouds amidst which .he

was setting. Nearer to the beach the tide rippled
onward in waves of sparkling silver, that imper-
ceptibly, yet rapidly, gained upon the sand.

With a mind employed in admiration of the
romantic scene, or perhaps on some more agitating
topic, Miss Wardour advanced in silence by her
father's side. Following the windings of the beach,
they passed one projecting point of headland or
rock after another, and now found themselves under
a huge and continued extent of the precipices by
which that iron-bound coast is in most places
defended. Long projecting reefs of rock, extending
under water, and only evincing their existence by
here and there a peak entirely bare, or by the
breakers which foamed over those that were
partially covered, rendered Knockwinnock Bay
dreaded by pilots and ship-masters. The crags
which rose between the beach and the mainland, to
the height of two or three hundred feet, afforded in
their crevices shelter to unnumbered sea-fowl, in
situations seemingly secured by their dizzy height
from the rapacity of man. Many of these wild
tribes, with the instinct which sends them to seek
the land before a storm arises, were now winging
towards their nests with the shrill and dissonant
clang which announces disquietude and fear. The
disk of the sun became almost totally obscured ere he
bad altogether sunk below the horizon, and an early
andlurid shade of darknessblottedthe serenetwilight
of a summer evening. The wind began next to
arise ; but its wild and moaning sound was heard
some time, and its effect became visible on the
bosom of the sea, before the gale was felt on shore.
The mass of waters, now dark and threatening,
began to lift itself in larger ridges and sink in
deeper furrows, forming waves that rose high in
foam upon the breakers, or burst upon the beach
with a sound resembling distant thunder.

Scott- The Antiquary.
It will be an interesting and instructive study to

examine towhat extenta poet,after he hasabandoned
the distinctively poetic vehicle of expression, still
clings to a tendency to elevate his style by employ-
ing words drawn from the poetic mint, or words
that have the heightened quality of impressiveness,
or words that produce a pleasing rhythm or an
imitative echo of the meaning. A study of the
foregoing extract will enable the student to deter-
mine how far the diction of Scott, the novelist, is
still the diction of Scott, the poet. The passage
may be analysed under the.four heads employed in
the study of the poetic extract.

(I.) Notice the use of " ere " for " before."
(II.) We find an abundant supply of dignified

and non-colloquial words,-" luminary," "unnum-
bered," "winging," " dissonant," " disquietude,"
etc.

(III.) The first paragraph is richly picturesque,
by means of epithet and word-painting.

(IV.) Notice the alliteration that runs through
the last sentence. Notice, also, the harmony of
sound and sense in the last two sentences. The
marked rhythm that characterizes the last sentence
of each paragraph cannot escape notice.

NATURE'S MELODIES.

But what magic melodies,
As in the bord'ring realms are throbbing,
Hast thou, Winter ?-Liquid sobbing
Brooks, and brawling waterfalls,
Whose responsive-voicèd calls
Clothe with harmony the hills,
Gurgling, meadow-threading rills,
Lakelets' lisping wavelets lapping
Round a flock of wild ducks napping,
And the rapturous-noted wooings,
And the molten-throated cooings
Of the amorous multitudes
Flashing through the dusky woods,
When a veering wind hath blown
A glare of sudden daylight down ?

-Robe rts.
This short extract from our own poet will illuz,

trate some of the characteristics of poetic diction.
The coining of new and expressive compounds is
one of the striking features of Roberts' genius.

{FOr cOntinuation Of English tus Iagt3,4>

IT is generally contended that the highest effi-
ciency of the public school is tested by its results
in moral character, and hence that its highest duty
is effective moral training.-Dr. E. E. White.
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EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, ONTARIO-
DECEMBER EXAMINATIONS, 1890.

HIGH SCHOOL ENTRANCE.

HISTORY.

Examiners JOHN SEATH, B.A.
XD. FOTHERINGHAM.

NOTE.-Candidates will take any four questions
in I., and any two in II. A maximum of five marks
may be .added for neatness.

I.-BRITISH HISTORY.
i. Explain, as fully as you can, how it has come

about that the power of the Sovereign is now less
than it was three centuries ago.

2. What makes an event important in history ?
Give a full account of what you consider the two
most important events in the reign of George III.,
shewing why they are important.

3. Give an account of the "Great Rebellion,"
stating its causes and its results.

4. What is meant by the "New Monarchy " ?
What led to its establishment, and what to its over-
throw?

5. Name the Tudor Sovereigns in order, explain
ng how they were related to one another ; and give

as full an account as you can of the last one of
them.

6. Write full notes on any four of the following:
(a) The Act of Settlement.
(b) The Test Act.
(c) Petition of Right.
(d) Union of Great Britain and Ireland.
(e) Union of Englard and Scotland.
(j) The literary men of the reigns of the

Georges.
(g) Thomas à Becket.

II.-CANADIAN HISTORY.

7. Narrate the principal events connected with
the discovery and early settlement of Canada.

8. Explain, as fully as you can, the causes that
led to the conquest of Canada.

9. Explain the steps by which the Dominion of
Canada obtained complete control of the North-
West.

10. Write explanatory notes on any four of the
following

(a) The " Patriots' War."
(b) The Clergy Reserves.
(c) Reciprocity with the United States.
(d) Federal Union.
(e) Legislative Union.

DRAWING.

Examiners D. FOTHERiNGHAM.
ITHOMAS PEARCE.

NOTE.-Only two questions are to be attempted.
i. Draw in perspective a common chair, three

inches in-height, as seen below the level of the eye.
2. Make a drawing of a stovepipe, at least one-

half inch in diameter and six inches in length, with
an elbow at the top ; showing the horizontal cir-
cular lines on it as seen on and above the level of
the eye.

3. Make a circle having a perpendicular diameter
of three inches. Divide the circumference into six
equal parts' by using a semi-diameter to measuer
both ways from each end of the diameter. Draw
oblique diameters by joining opposite points of
section. Join by straight lines the ends of the per-
pendicular diameter with the more remote ends of
the other diameters. Join the less remote ends of
the diagonal diameters by horizontal straight lines.
Strengthen with ink all lines not being diameters
from the circumference to the first point of inter-
section.

TEMPERANCE AND HYGIENE.

Examiners THOMAS PEARCE.
a D. FOTHERINGHAM.

NOTE.-Any five questions may be taken. A
maximum of five marks may be added for neatness.

i. Name four or more of the colloidal parts of
the human body. Describe the action of water on
colloidal substances in living bodies.

2. Show how man imitates Nature in the pro-
cess of distillation by means of the alembic and the
receiver.

3. State the various steps by which the fluid
known as alcohol was at first obtained.

4. "In confirmed spirit-drinkers the face and
hands are often seen of dark mottled color, and in
very bad specimens of the kind the face is some-
times seen to be quite dark."-(Text-book.) Ex-
plain, as fully as you can, the cause of this.

5. How does alcohol (although mixed with water)
act upon the blood ?

6. The normal temperature of the body is the
same whether the person be an inhabitant of the
Torrid or the Frigid Zone. Show how this equality
of temperature is maintained.

AGRICULTURE.

Examiners- D. FOTHERINGHAM.
THOMAS PEARCE.

r. Explain the difference between simple and
compound substances and show clearly to which
class water belongs. State how, in this connection,
you would describe the atmosphere.

2. Name five things necessary to the life of a
plant ; name its principal parts and tell whence
and how it gets its food.

3. Explain fully the terms: soil, sand, clay,
humus ; and give a classification of soils.

4. Describe five or more of the means used to
change dormant into active soils and to preserve
the latter.

5. What is meant by tillage? How is tillage in
Ontario often defective ? Naine some advantages
arising from proper tillage.

6. Explain surface drainage and under drainage;
and name the surface and vegetative indications of
a want of drainage.

7. What are the causes of poverty in soils ?
Name the three substances which are most fre-
quently removed and which are not restored in
sufficient quantities.

8. What do you understand by rotation of crops ?
Name five or more benefits arising from rotation.

DICTATION.
Exaniners1 D. FOTHERINGHAM.

1 JOHN SEATH, B.A.
NOTE.-The Presiding Examiner shall read the

passage three times-the first time, to enable the
candidate to collect the sense ; the second, slowly,
to enable the candidate to write the words ; and
the third, for review.

A maximum of five marks may be allowed for
neatness.

And now, what becomes of this breath which
passes from your lips ? Is it merely harmful;
merely waste? God forbid! God has forbidden
that anything should be merely harmful or merely
waste in this so wise and well-made world. The
carbonic acid which passes from your lips at every
breath-ay, even that which oozes from the volcano
crater when the eruption is past--is a precious boon
to thousands of thngs of which you have daily
need. Indeed, there is a sort of hint at physical
truth in the old fairy tale of the girl, from whose
lips, as she spoke, fell pearls and diamonds ; for
the carbonic acid of your breath may help hereafter
to make the pure carbonate of lime of a pearl, or
the still purer carbon of a diamond. Nay, it may
go-m such a world of transformations do we live
-to make atoms of coal strata, which shall lie
buried for ages beneath deep seas, shall be up-
heaved in continents which are yet unborn, and
there burnt for the use of a future race of men, and
resolved into their original elements.

READING.

Examiners J. E. HODGSON, M.A.
ýTHOMAS PEARCE.

In the examination in Reading, the local exami-
ners shall use one or more of the following pas-
sages, payng special attention to pronunciation,
emphasis, inflection and pause. They shall also

satisfy themselves by an examination on the mean-
ing of the reading selection, that the candidate
reads intelligently as well as intelligibly. Twenty
lines, at least, should be read by each candidate.

1. Ring Out, Wild Bells, - pp. 121-122.
II. The Ocean, - - - " 247-249.

III. Canada and the United States, " 289-291.

WRITING.

Examiners THOMAS PEARCE.
IJOHN SEATH, B.A.

i. Write the following once:

Singing through the forests,
Rattling over ridges,

Shooting under arches,
Rumbling over bridges,

Whizzing through the mountains,
Buzzing o'er the vale-

Bless me ! this is pleasant,
Riding on the Rail!

2. Write the following twice:
Tues. & Wed., Dec. 23rd & 24th, 1890 ; Messrs.

Mclntosh, Gilchrist & Co., 67 High St., Edinburgh,
Scotland,

HAMILTON PUBLIC
SCHOOLS-PROMOTION EXAMINATIONS,

DECEMBER, 1890.

LITERATURE.
GRADE 5.

Values-13, 14, 13, 15, 13, 12, 5-85.
i. Tell what happened after the White Ship

struck upon the rock.
2. Give the meaning of "lone post of death,"

" wreathing fires," " battle's wreck," " wrapped the
ship in splendor wild."

3. Tell what you know of Hubert de Bourg and
his kindness to Prince Arthur.

4. Wbat is the meaning of "sported on the
green," "yon little stream hard by," "could not
well make out," "wonder waiting eyes," "quoth
he."

5. Of what use is the hippopotamus?
6. Write the stanza beginning, " When Bill playsat cricket."

Write one of the stanzas which tell us what the
little cottage girl was like.

GRADE 6.
1. Tell what you know of the pyramids.
2. Give the meaning of "lingering light of his

boyhood's grace," "wandering waves of gold,"
" wafted his name above," "the wooden slab at
his head."

3. Why is the name " ruby throat " given to the
humming-bird? Tell how the nest is made. What
makes the nest so difficult to find ?

4. What is temperature ? How is it measured ?
Tell how the thermometer is made.

5. Explain the following: "flaming forge,"flaming forge of life," " sinewy hands," "brawny
arms," " earned a night's repose."

6. Write the last four lines of "The Village
Blacksmith," and the second stanza of " Prayer."

GRADE 7.
i. Why does a linen garment feel colder to the

skin than one made of cotton or wool ?
. 2. Why does covering ice with sawdust preserve
it ?

3. Dark-colored clothes are cold in the shade and
warm in the sunshine. Why ? How is it with
light-colored clothes ? Why ?

4. Give the meaning of " his life-blood ebbed
away," "beheld life's morn decline," "my heart
leaped forth," " scanty hoard," " the spark of life."

5. What is meant by "struggling moonbeams
misty light," " we hollowed his narrow bed," "little
he'll reck," "random gun," "sullenly firing," " we
carved not a line."

6. Tell how a plant begins to grow. If we reverse
a germinating seed, placing it with the root up-
wards, what will take place?
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7. Of what use is the fruit to the plant ? Describe
the fruit of each of the following plants : the bean,
the maple tree, the dandelion, the cotton plant.

8. Write down the six fines beginning with, "One
more gone for England's sake."

GRADES 8 AND 9.

i. Explain the expressions, "naked woods,"
meadows brown and sere," "they rustle to the

eddying gust," " upland, glade and glen," " yet not
unmeet it was."

Write down the last two lines of this poem.
2. Give the meaning of each of the following:

(i) Health and plenty cheered the laboring
swain.

(2) Parting summer's lingering blooms delayed.
3) The sober herd that lowed to meet their

young.
(4) The loud laugh that spoke the vacant mind.
(5) Well had the boding tremblers learned to

trace
The day's disasters in his morning face.

3. Give other words, without changing the mean-
ing, for "severe afflictions," "celestial benedic-
tions," "dark disguise," "earthly damps," " fune-
real tapers," " transition," " with raptures wild."

4. "She looked into Lord Ronald's eyes,
And told him ail ber nurse's tale."

What was "her nurse's tale? " (5)
What is the meaning of "the man will cleave

unto his right," "the next in blood," "she went by
dale, she went by down ?"

5. "I shall allude to one debt of gratitude only
which Germany owes to the poet of Stratford.on-
Avon." What is this debt of gratitude ? Name
four other great poets and tell the country in which
each lived.

6. Write the first stanza of " The Bells of Shan-
don," and the stanza of " Lady Clare " beginning
"Down stept Lord Ronald."

FIRST LESSONS IN PRIMARY WORK.

MANY young teachers who have made no study
of primary work are now engaged in their first
schools. Some of these have had superior advan-
tages in the common branches and advanced
studies, but have not so much as seen good primary
teaching. No memories are theirs of a teacher
who kept every moment occupied with delightful
lessons and occupations ; neither can they remem-
ber, later on, observing that any particular skill
was shown in the instruction of the little ones.
These teachers have a strong desire to teach the
beginners in a better way than they themselves
were taught, but how can this be done ? There is
but one way, and that is to buy at once some of the
best text-books for intelligent guides, and read
primary methods, both in books and periodicals.
The short series of institute lessons which may
have been attended, is altogether insufficient. No
one can fully comprehend a course of lessons on
any subject without giving study in return, and
prmary methods are no exception to this rule.

The obtaining of work for the beginners is left
almost entirely to the teachers, especially in the
country school. Ground will either be gained or
lost the first month. The most important duty of
the teacher is to keep these little ones busy every
moment.

Never send little children to their seats without
telling then just what to do. This is the golden
rule in primary work, and if it could be blazoned
upon the walls of every rural school, and kept by
every teacher, a new era would begin.

The programme for seat-work should be as care-
fully made as for recitations, and should include
regular times for examining and changing work.
Although habits of industry are even more impor-
tant than the lessons at this stage, yet the seat-
work should be governed by and closely related to
the class exercises. This presupposes a .definite
plan.

Whatshouldbe commenced andwhat accomplished
during the child'sjßrst month of school ?

,Reading, writing and language should be com-
menced immediately and carried on together.

Lessons in number may profitably be united with
reading and language for some weeks. 4

Select with care about fifteen words for the read-
ing lessons. Let three or four of these be names
of interesting natural objects which can be brought
into the school-room, as leaf andflower; names of
familiar colors ; words which give the children -
something to do, as take, or hold u#; and the
number words one, two, and three.

One of the best and most interesting devices in
teaching the first reading lessons is to let the chil-
dren place objects by the corresponding words on
the blackboard or chart, and to have them perform
acts in obedience to written directions. For exam-
ple, the teacher writes, " Take the green leaf," and
the child that promptly obeys is allowed to read the
sentence.

In the language lessons which precede the read-
ing exercises, awaken the children's observation of
the beautiful things they are to see out of doors.
Lead them to talk freely and to answer questions
in complete sentences.

Most children can learn to write freely, rapidly
and well in a year. There is no result which can
be so easily gained by the teacher, if a few rules are
persistently followed. Most important of all are
correct copies. In the large training schools
teachers are obliged to spend much time in black-
board practice, in order that their writing may be
uniformly correct. If the teacher's handwriting
contain errors in form of letters, a chart should be
provided. Two or more times every day the chil-
dren should fill their slates with neat copies of short
sentences, One exercise each day should also be
given to the careful study and copying of a single
letter or short word, for the purpose of beginning
thorough instruction in the correct form of letters.

At the close of a month or six weeks, the teacher,
with an average class of beginners, should be able
to show the following :-

Language: A growing interest in observing and
talking about natural objects, and an improvement
in the use of the complete sentence.

Reading: Daily improvement in erect position;
clear, sweet, natural tones which can be heard by all
the class ; and such emphasis as brings out the
thought. Ability of each child to read at sight, as
a whole, any short sentence composel of the words
selected, also to read the sanie words written in a
column in any order.
i Writing: Ability to keep a slate clean and hand
m neat work ; to copy two or threc short sentences
and not forget the period ; to point out the straight
and curved fines in any copy, and to form at least
one easy letter just right.

Number: To notice number in common things,
read and copy the words one, two and three, and
recognize, at sight, the first five numbers in groups
of objects or pictures.-F. L. T., in the Public
SchoolJournal.

EDUCATIONALS.
BEBE.

"Well, Iamjust discouraged," said Miss Guthrie,
giving emphasis to ber statement, by leaning list-
lessly back in ber chair, and allowing ber journal
to drop to the floor.

"Why, what bas happened?" queried Miss
Firmily.

" Ah, it is these educational papers-the more I
read them the more worthless seems my teaching.
How I envy those schools where the theories
reduce so beautifully to practice, where the children
do right because it is right, and where they learn
because they thirst for knowledge, and, yes, I may
add, where the teachers are always patient and
never scold or complain. If one dare for an instant
be self-satisfied, along comes an educational and
asks : Do your questions tend to develop the reason-
ing powers of your pupils? Are you what you
wish your pupils to be ? Are your lessons always
properly prepared? What are your pupils reading?
What are you doing for your own culture ? and
then-but if those papers were not so constantly
reminding me of my imperfections, I might do
better. I do believe l'il quit reading them alto-
gether."

" I charge you, Margaret Guthrie, fling away
school magazines," broke in Miss Tryze ; " Miss
Firmly and Bebe, attention! You remember I
had once one Friday afternoon to do with as I
pleased, so I hied me away over the intervening
miles to a cosy brick schoolroom-Margaret, you
must not interrupt me, I have right of way now-

with large high windows, where the sun shone in
on geranium, fuschia and chrysanthemum. I am
not going to talk to you of methods, but only of a
few things that I saw.

"Very busy and bright were a certain class in
the seats, so I set to work to find the cause, and,
noting frequent glances in the direction of a black-
board, I too, looked, and found the secret. Four
sketches represented what I shall call 'Tommy's
fishing expedition in the Blue Bell.' By this time
you know that the children were constructing
stories, and I afterwards learned that the teacher
was very grateful to 'The Teachers' Institute' for
this delightful variation in composition exercises.

"At three, books and slates vanished, and an
hour went merrily by with kindergarten songs and
recitations. One of the latter, 'Good Morning
Peeped Over Her Eastern Gate,' was so pretty that
I did not forget to ask the teacher how she secured
such very suitable selections. 'Out of my Educa:
tionals,' was the ready reply; 'didn't you see Good
Morning in your Journal?' Truly I hadn't ; but
when I reached borne I found it and read it twice.

" On the walls were half a dozen mottoes ; a
cluster of clematis, or morning glories, on a steel
ground, half surrounding a beautiful Scripture text.
Bands of cotton batting, at the top and bottom,
completed the panels, which were hung with white
cord. In the corner was a large scrap-book for the
little mites, numerous cards with drawing% of cats,
dogs, pigs, nets, etc., for the use of the beginners in
reading, and a dozen other little contrivances for
teaching or entertaining. When the last urchin
had withdrawn, the teacher and I sat down and
discussed plans for an hour; but, always it was
plain that the ' Educationals ' were exerting a great
influence in that room, and inciting that teacher to
throw her whole being into the work. So, Margaret
Guthrie, I charge you, fling away school magazines
-if you dare."

" I think I understand Miss Guthrie's discour-
agement," said Miss Firmly.
. " Oftimes I laid aside my ' Educational' after
reading an article, in whose light I reviewed my
deficiencies and mistakes, till I questioned why 1
had ever ventured to teach, and wandered on in my
upbraiding of self, till I decided that my work was
a failure. Then I remembered that

"In the lexicon of youth

There is no such word as fail!
"And also the admonition-

" Let the dead Past bury its dead!
Act-act in the living Present !
Heart within, and God o'erhead !

"We feel a strange reluctance in confessing even
to ourselves thtat we have been in the wrong, and
though we require counsel and merit reproof quite
as much as do our pupils, we are not as submissive
as they under administration of these tonics ; but.
the printed page exerts a peculiar spell, and we
turn not away till the potion is swallowed ; and for
that very reason do I consider the Educationals
invaluable."

"And to show you my wonderful forbearance, I
am going to read you 'Samantha Allen's Exertion
Party,"' added Margaret,

A HARD-WORKED WORD.
THE following paragraph, taken from a well-

known English writer, shows what the word get is
capable of :-

I got on horseback within ten minutes after I got
your letter. When I got to Canterbury, I got a
chaise for town ; but I got wet through before I got
to Canterbury, and I have got such a cold as I shall
not be able to get rid of in a hurry. I got to the
Treasury about noon, but first I got shaved and
dressed. I soon got into the secret of getting a
memorial before the board, but I could not get an
answer then ; however, I got intelligence from the
messenger that I should, most likely, get one the
next morning. As soon as I got back to my inn, I
got supper and got to bed. When 1 got up in the
morning, I got my breakfast, and then go! myself
dressed that I mightget out in time toget an answer
to my memorial. As soon as I got it I got into the
chaise, and got to Canterbury by three, and
about tea-time I got home. I have got nothing for
you, and so adieu.

" Where can you get a word that equals get as an
ail-round worker ? "-. L. S., in Journal of Educa-
tion.
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expected his text-book. We quite agree with this
the rare view in the abstract. If the examinations

o to make were being held for a purely educative pur-
)ng these pose the method* suggested would be an
ent, teach- excellent one. But when the examninations
the vanity have practical consequences of great
nsciously, importance to the candidates; when they

n acquire- are conducted for the expiess purpose of
gest them- ascertaining whether the examinees have

mastered a given text-book, or portion of
hadmuch a text-book; when promotion to a higher

grade or the obtaining of a license to teach
is made dependent upon their having
successfully acquainted themselves with this
prescribed work ; and when precautions are
taken and cast-iron regulations made for,
the express purpose of preventing them
from deviating by a hair's breadth from
such prescribed course, it is clearly but a
matter of the simplest justice that they
should be examined upon that course and
that alone. To confine teacher and pupil
rigidly within certain bounds and then to
permit the examiner to roam at will in
fresh pastures and on high hills beyond
those bounds and expect the flock to follow
him, would be obviously unfair and unreas-
onable.

So, too, from the educational point of
view, it seems to us a thing to be desired
that the Pass course of the Provincial Uni-
versity should be raised to a higher level of
thoroughness and dignity than that on
which it has heretofore been conducted.
We have always regarded it as a very
serious defect in the University methods,
that while great attention has been given
to the candidates for Honors in the various
departments, the Pass course has been
relegated to an inferior and quite secondary
position, comparatively. little attention
being given to those taking this course and
comparatively little proficiency being ex-
pected from them. Probably most educa-
tors will agree with us that a symmetrical,
well-rounded and thorough Pass course is,
for purely educational purposes, preferable
to any Honor course, one-sided and defect-
ive at important points as the latter must
necessarily be. But that is not the point
now under consideration. That point is
that examiners, whether acting for the
Education Department or for the Univer-
sity, i.e., whether examining for certificates
or for college standings, should have regard
to the prescribed conditions, and follow the
prescribed courses and text-books. This
is, as we have said, a matter of simple
justice both to students who have expended
time and means on the faith of published
conditions and regulations, and to teachers
whose professional reputations are at stake,
and whose movements are so fettered and
conditioned by the rules laid down and the
amount of work exacted, that to go beyond
the text-books is well-nigh impossible.

It will be a good day for public education
in Ontario when teachers can be given
more freedom of thought and action, more
scope for the play of individuality in their
profession; better opportunities for making
mind-culture, rather than text-book cram-
ming, the goal of their efforts. But in
the meantime, it is highly desirable that
good faith should be kept in examinatiops
and fair-play given to examinees.
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A UNIVERSITY EXPERIMENT.

T HE most interesting, if not the most
important, educational experiment of

to-day in any part of the world, is the found-
ing of a new University in Chicago, with a
sure prospect of an ample endowment, and
some rather startling new departures in the
matteroforganization. The main-stay ofthe
scheme,financially, is Mr. Rochefeller, Presi-
dent of the Standard Oil Company, but
others have been liberal contributors so far,
and both he and others, it is understood,
will see that the experiment gets a fair
trial.

And what kind of an experiment is it?
No two universities are exactly alike.
Start two on precisely the same lines and
they will immediately begin to differentiate,
each taking on an individuality of its own.
But Dr. Harper, the President of the new
Chicago University, is a unique man, and
he is bent on avoiding from the start some
weaknesses which other Universities would
like to slough off if they could. His long
experience in Yale has taught him much,
but he has profited also by his connection
with the great Chautauqua movement for
populareducation. His scheme is three-fold,
the aim being to develop (i) a strictly aca-
demical institution for teaching and confer-
ring degrees, (2) a system of outside popu-
lar culture, like that which goes by the
name of " University Extension," and (3)
a publication department to put on record
the work of research donc in and about the
University. I shall confine my remarks in
this paper to the first of these, and to one
feature of that part of the scheme.

In American Universities, most of which
have either professional departments or post-
graduate courses, the undergraduate course
of four years is objected to as being too
long if either of the others is in view. On
the other hand, owing to the want of good
secondary schools, students enter the uni-
versities badly trained, and to shorten their
four years' course to three years would, for
all practical purposes, mean cutting off the
highest year. This would be no great gain
to the students from any point of view, and
it would,so far the universities are concerned,
mean simply a lowering of the standard of
the Arts degree. Dr. Harper proposes a
remedy of a different kind, and when it is
clearly comprehended one feels disposed to
wonder why no one ever thought of it
before.

In the University of Chicago the work of
tuition is to go on all the year round, with
the exception of a vacation of four weeks.
The teaching year of forty-eight weeks is to
be divided into four " quarters," and each
quarter into two six-weeks' terms. Twelve
quarters will make an undergraduate course,
and each student will be given a chance of
taking the twelve quarters in three years, or
of omitting one quarter in each year and
taking four years for his course. The work
will be so arranged that during .each term
he will have only two subjects, a major and
a minor, the former calling for from ten to
twelve hours a week, the latter for from four
to six. The implication is, of course, that

these hours are to be spent in close applica-
tion under the guidance of an iýstructor of
some grade.

A brief description of the system in opera-
tion in the University of Toronto will enable
those who are interested in the matter to
make some useful comparisons. The
session iii Toronto lasts from the first of
October till the first of June, with a three-
weeks' vacation at Christmas-say about
thirty weeks in all. As a matter of prac-
tice the University examinations take up
the whole month of May, and the month of
April is chiefly consumed by the students in
privately revising-ordinarily called " cram-
ming "-their work for the May examina-
tions. Neither the one month nor the other
is entirely lost, educationally speaking, but
the effect of this system is to cut down the
teaching to about twenty weeks. For con-
siderably less than half a year the teacher
and student are in contact, whereas under
the Chicago systen the relation would be
kept up at the least for thirty-six weeks.

It may be said that the month of cram-
ming in April and the month of mixed
cramming and examination in May are
equal in value for educative purposes to
two months of class'-room work. They
may be so in cases where the teaching is
practically'worthless, but they are not so
where the teachers are men of the right
stamp. I am free to admit that a student
may get more culture from a good treatise
read and re-read in his study under the
shadow of an impending examination, than
from hearing the kind of lectures which are
delivered in Universities by men who think
their task is p-roperly donewhen they work
up subjects for themselves and retail the
results ex cathedra to their classes. If the
old-fashioned lecture is to remain in vogue
as a method of teaching, then it is useless
to talk of introducing any reform in organ-
ization of the Chicago kind.

That the Toronto University ideal is a
defective one has for some time past been
clear to many and will soon be admitted
by all. The conception underlying the
system is that of students listening to
tuition for five months and undergoing
examination for an additional one. The
conception that should obtain is that of
students undergoing a process of training
from the beginning of the session to the
very end of it. The time for final examina-
tion should be reduced to a minimum;
indeed, examination should be part and
parcel of the ordinary class-room work, and
should proceed pari passu with the teaching
which it is supposed to test. Our Univer-
sity is entirely behind the practice of other
American Universities in this respect, and
the sooner our practice is brought abreast
of theirs the better.

With regard to terms, it may be urged
that both students and teachers need a
longer recess than four, or even than sixteen
weeks. In reply to the former objection
it should be noted that no student is
required under the Chicago system to
study more than thirty-six weeks in the
year, and that very few would attempt to
do more. For those few special arrange-
ments would have to be made, and if this
were done by the addition of competent
instructors to the staff then. each student

might usefuily be left to determine for him-
self which of the four "quarters " he would
use for vacation purposes. Some might
prefer, as a matter of convenience, to take
their recreation time in winter rather than
in summer, and some might prefer.it in fall
or in spring.

But the principle of Dr. Harper's system
might be introduced into Toronto without
filling up the whole year with it. All that
is needed in the way of radical change is to
abandon the idea of a great. University
Examination in May as a test of the work
of,the whole session, and a most inadequate
test it is well known to be. Let the work
of testing be done daily or weekly in the
class-room, as it is done now in the science
laboratories. Then it will become part of
the regular training and not a thing separ-
ate from it, as under the present system.
The disappearance of the great May exami-
nation leaves both April and May clear for
class-room work, and increases the number
of teaching weeks to about thirty. This
might easily be brought up to thirty-six,
the Chicago number, without any injurious
strain on either the minds or bodies of
either the staff or the students. Many
American universities begin work early in
September, or keep it up till late in June,
and some do both. High School teachers
arein many instances, the equals of our
University teachers in scholarship ; they
get less salary, and they have harder daily
work, yet they teach forty weeks in the
year, and often work during part of the
vacation besides. I would like to hear
what serious objection can be urged against
the change suggested.

WM. HOUSTON.
TORONTO, February 25, répr.
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Greekfor Beginners. By Edward G. Coy, Prof. of
Greek, Phillips Academy, Andover. The Ameri-
can Book Company.

Founded on Prof. Mayor's Greek lessons, but
much altered. In leaving methods of piesentation
to the teacher and in its attempt to use no words
in the earlier portion without connections in Latin
or English, the books fills a place of its own. It is
brief but complete and scholarly and admirable in its
paper, type and accuracy. It requires the Hadley-
Allen Greek grammar.

Macmillan's Geographical Series :-(<i) Geography
of Europe. By James Sime, author of History
of Germany. (2) Geography of India, Burmah
and Ceylon. By Henry F. Blandford, late
meteorological reporter to the Government of
India. (3) Maps and map drawing. By William
A. Elderton. McMillan & Co., London.

(i) An important feature in this work is the treat-
ment of the geological and historical changes ; the
former in connection with the physical features, the
latter with the political divisions and towns. Trade,
government, religion, climate, national character,
etc., receive due attention. (2) Apparently the
matter bas been gathered with much research on
the part of its author who had every opportunity of
becoming acquainted with the countries. Plants
and animals, people and governments are treated
of at length. Statistics in areas, populations etc.,
are very numerous, and the illustrations are good.
(3) This little work discusses maps ancient,
mediæval and modern ; explains the processes of
constructing globes and maps ; and gives directions
for map-drawing from sight or memory.
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* Enish-. *
ENTRANCE LITERATURE.

LADY CLARE, BY TENNYSON.

ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON;

THE study that junior pupils may properly be
asked to devote to Lady Clare should cover the fol-
lowing points : I. A general knowledge of the
poem ; Il. A minute knowledge of the incidents
and of the motives of the characters ; III. The
memorizing of the poem. To these the teacher
would do well to add; IV. Some knowledge of
Tennyson's life and of bis other poems.

I.
To secure familiarity with the poem, it may be

taken in portions as reading lessons. After each
reading the pupils should be called upon to repro-
duce from memory the substance of what bas been
read. When the poem is finished, they should be
required to tell the whole story. But before doing
so, it would be well to discuss the meaning of any
difficult words or phrases. Questions should be
asked on at least the following passages :

S. i. " Time when lilies blow."-The white lily
blooms in July, the tiger lily in July and August.
What does " blow " mean in "a full-blown rose?"
"Clouds are highest up in air" when the sun is
strongest, for we know that warmth tends to rarify
and disperse mists and vapors.

S. 2. " I trow."-I believe, I trust. " They did
not part in scorn " is a negative expression for an
affirmative one. (Cp. He is no fool=He is a clever
man.) They parted lovingly.

" Betrothed " is from the word " troth," meaning
truth, fidelity. To plight one's troth-to vow fidel-
ity in love-to be betrothed.

S. 3. " For my birth "--because of my high birth.
(Cp. A man of [high] faminly; a woman of [high]
rank.)

S. 5. " That all comes round so just."-That
everything turns out so well. " Lord Ronald is heir
.... you are not the Lady Clare." The higher
titles of English nobility and most of their estates
(all those subject to "entail") pass only to the
nearest heir. If Lady Clare were the nurse's child,
she would cease by that very fact to be Lady Clare
and owner of lands so broad. Lord Ronald, as
next of kin to the dead Earl, would inherit the
estates. (See S. 8 and S. 21.)

S. 6. "As God's above."-As surely as God is
above us. (Cp. "As I live by bread " in S. 7.)

S. 7. "The old Earl." The title "earl" is the
third highest title in English nobility, being below
a duke and a marquis. The sons and daughters of
earls are, by right of birth, lords and ladies.
" Died at my breast' = died at an age when it was
held to my breast=died a babe.

S. 8. "L ike my own sweet child."--As if she
were, etc.

S. 9. "Keep the secret for your life "-not : Keep
the secret during your life ; but : Keep the secret
as you value your life-be sure you keep the secret.

S. ii. " All you have " and " When you are man
and wife." Note the different meanings of "you."

" If there be any faith in man "=If in man there is
such a thing as fidelity.

S. 12. "The man will cleave unto bis right."-
The man will insist on having what is legally his.

S. 15. " In a russet gown."-In a gown of brown,
rusty color. " Dale "-ittle valley. " Down "-
upland, hilly pasture land.

S. 17. " You shame your worth."-You dishonor
(put to shame) your social position, good breeding,
character-everything that makes you esteemed.

S. 19. "I am yours in word and deed."-I am
yours by virtue of my promise to you and of my
devotion to you. "Your riddle is hard to read."
-Your riddle (i.e., ber appearance in poor russet
dress and ber strange words) is hard to make out
or interpret. This is an old sense of " read."

S. 21. " Next in blood," i.e., the nearest kins-
man to the old earl. See S. 7.

S. 22. " You shall still be Lady Clare," because
the wife assumes a title corresponding to ber bus-
band's.

II.
The pupil should be called upon to state what

each successive stanza tells us of the story. His
work should cover answers to the following ques-
tions : At what time of the year did the events of
the story happen ? On what terms were Lord
Ronald and Lady Clare ? Why does the poet say,
"God's blessing on the day?" Why does Lady
Clare declare that it is well not to be loved for ber
birth or ber lands ? Account for the nurse's excla-
mation, " O God be thanked !" Why does Lady
Clare exclaim, "Are ye out of your mind, my
nurse?" What are we told of Lady Clare's char-
acter by ber saying to ber mother, " Falsely, falsely,
have you done ?" etc. What desire prompts the
nurse to say, " Keep the secret for your life ?"
What character is revealed in Lady Clare by ber
words, " I must speak out, for I dare not lie ?"
Why does she cry, " Pull off the brooch of gold?"
Why does the nurse still say, " Keep the secret ?"
What does Lady Clare purpose doing that sbe
sbould say, " I will know if there is any faith in
man?" What does the nurse think will be the
result of carrying out the purpose ? Describe the
spirit that prompts Lady Clare's reply, " And he
shall have it." What does the nurse mean by ask-
ing for a kiss, and saying "Alas! I sinned for
thee ?" In what state of mind is Lady Clare at ber
request ? Does the prayer, " Bless me, mother,"
show which feeling gained the day? Why does
she dress herself in a " russet gown ?" What had
become of ber ornaments that she should have only
"a single rose in ber hair?" When the doe
"leapt up," "dropt ber head" and "followed,"
what is revealed to us of the disposition of ber mis-
tress ? Why does Lord Ronald say, "You shame
your worth ?" What does he mean in calling the
Lady " The flower of all the earth ?" Ought Lady
Clare to have told Lord Ronald that she was "a
beggar born ?" Why does Lord Ronald say,
"Play me no tricks ?" Why did she stand proudly
up? Had she been sitting? Why did her heart
not fail ? Why did she look "into Lord Ronald's
eyes ? " Narrate what she told ber betrothed, put-
ting yourself in ber place. Why did Lord Ronald
laugh at ber story? Why did he turn and kiss
ber, and say "We two will wed to-morrow morn

Tell as many of the traits of character as you can
of (a) Lady Clare, (b) Lord Ronald, (c) Alice, the
nurse. Why is the story called " Lady Clare " and
not " Lord Ronald " or " Alice ?" Change the
characters of the story, and compose one in which
the Lady keeps the secret and deceives ber be-
trothed.

III.

The poem sbould be memorized. This memor-
izing is most easily secured by requiring the pupil
to learn four or five stanzas as home work in con-
nection with each reading lesson.

IV.
Alfred Tennyson, the greatest of living English

poets, is to-day an old man of eighty-two, living
chiefly in the Isle of Wight. A man who is greatly
honored by all who revere a life pure and lofty,
he bas been the Poet Laureate of England for over
forty years, and bas been made a baron because of
bis greatness in literature. All bis life he bas been
a poet. When a student at Cambridge in 1829, he
surpassed bis fellow-students in writing English
verse. Since then he bas written a great many
poems. Some are short beautifullyrics, filled with
melody and the tenderest feeling. He bas written

many long poems as well. The Princess tells us of
an imaginary woman's university where no man
was to enter on pain of death, and how the univer-
sity was abandoned. In Memo,'an>, the poet pours
out the feelings called up by the death of a friend.
In this poem we find the stanzas, " Ring Out, Wild
Bells." The Idylls of the King describe the rx-
ploits of the legendary King Arthur and the Knights
of the Round Table. Maudis a love story of great
strength of feeling. His dramas are concerned
with characters of English history, Queen Mary
Tudor, Harold and Thomas à Becket.

It would be well to set apart some afternoon for
the reading or recitation of some of Tennyson's
simplest and most popular poems. The following
might be chosen : The Charge of the Light Brtigade,
Dora, Sweet and Low, The " Revenge" (H. S.
Reader), The Miller's Daughter, The Lord Bur-
leigh (H. S. R.), Crossing the Bar.

Two of these we reproduce.
SWEET AND LOW.

Sweet and low, sweet and low,
Windy the western sea,

Low, low, breathe and blow,
Windy the western sea!

Over the rolling waters go,
Come from the dying moon, and blow,

Blow him again to me;
While my little one, while my pretty one, sleeps.

Sleep and rest, sleep and rest,
Father will come to thee soon.

Rest, rest, on mother's breast,
Father will come to thee soon.

Father will come to bis babe in the nest,
Silver sails all out of the west

Under the silver moon ;
Sleep, my little one, sleep my pretty one, sleep.

CROSSING THE BAR.

Sunset and evening star,
And one clear call for me !

And may there be no moaning of the bar,
When I put out to sea,

But such a tide as moving seems asleep,
-Too full for sound and foam,

When that which drew from out the boundless deep
Turns again home.

Twilight and evening bell,
And after that the dark!

And may there be no sadness of farewell,
When I embark;

For tho' from out our bourne of Time and Place
The flood may bear me far,

I hope to see my Pilot face to face
When I have crossed the bar.

The following examination paper was set by the
Department in July, 1888 :

Down stept Lord Ronald from bis tower:
" O Lady Clare, you shame your worth!

Why come you drest like a village maid,
That are the flower of the earth ? "

"If I corne drest like a village maid,
I am but as my fortunes are:

I am a beggar born," she said,
" And not the Lady Clare."

"Play me no tricks," said Lord Ronald,
" For I am yours in word and deed.

Play me no tricks," said Lord Ronald,
" Your riddle is hard to read."

O, and proudly stood she up,
Her heart within her did notfal:

She looked into Lord Ronald's eyes,
And told him all ber nurse's tale.

He laughed a laugh of merry scorn:
He turned and kissed ber where she stood:

"If you are not the heiress born,
And I," said he, "the next in blood-

"If you are not the heiress born,
And I," said he, "the lawful heir,

We two will wed to-morrow morn,
And you shall still be Lady Clare."

i. State briefly how the foregoing stanzas are
connected in meaning with those that precede them.
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2. Why is the title of the poem " Lady Clare"
and not '' Lord Ronald ?"

3. Explain the meaning of the italicized parts.

4. Proudly stood she up! What had been her
attitude before this ? Account for it, and explain
why she now stood proudly up. What feelings
should be expressed in reading the second stanza
and the fourth ?

5. What might "her heart within her" have
failed? Why did she look "into Lord Ronald's
eyes ?"

6. At what did Lord Ronald laugh "a laugh of
merry scorn ? "

Supply the words left out in 1. 20. Give the em-
phatic words in Is. 19 and 20, and state why they
are emphatic.

7. Why is " will " used in 1. 23 and " shall " in 1.
24?

8. What in Lady Clare's conduct shows her
noble character ?

READING.
ARNOLD ALCOTT.

"THERE is no sex in education." But
we have not a few, even in this nineteenth
century, who have yet to believe and to
realize this statement. Nevertheless, there
are magnanimous persons willing to learn
the truth, who acknowledge that there is
no difference in mind simply because of
sex. Woman now takes her place with
man in the professions. Miss Eastman, of
the Association for the Advancement of
Women, said, wisely, that a woman should
receive as much salary as a man for doing
the same work, provided she did it as well.
It is the office, not the sex, which should be
more frequently recognized. There has
yet to dawn an era of enlightenment on this
point.

Again, we find parents compelling their
girls to take lessons in music, and in art,
when these are positively distasteful, there
being no talent in those directions. The
old-fashioned notion that girls should re-
ceive accomplishments only, and boys
mathematics, classics and science prevails
too much to-day. However, our eyes are
being opened, and now what concerns us
most is to give the best and the most ex-
tensive education we can to all.

We have many gateways of knowledge.
The little child, before it enters school, has
been learning wonderful things about itself
and its environments, by means of its five
senses. We, older people, have another
ineans of knowledge which might be called
the sixth sense, i.e., reading. From books
we gain much of our knowledge. Then
how to read is a very important question.
It is said that the chief want found by pro-
fessors in their students is the power to
read, i.e., to extract thought from printed
matter. Some one has put it thus:
" Learning to read is learning to under-
stand." Since reading forms such a large
part of our means of getting knowledge,
surely it will pay us well to know how best
to train the next generation to read profit-
ably.

We shall give some of the most important
ideas on this subject which we have gleaned
from various sources. Formerly, the word
reading suggested to us standing up with
book in hand and mechanically naming

words. Of course oral readinZ was the
only thing thought of. And whât did all
this attention to oral reading produce ?
Good readers ? Nay.

Bad plans, unphilosophical methods will
not bring forth a worthy harvest.

The best way to teach oral reading is not
to teach it ai ail.

Someone asks what is the object to be
accomplished in teaching reading. It is to
train the pupil in the power to get thought
from visible or printed language. Thus
the teacher adds another sense, a sixth
sense, by which the mind may be nourished.
A child must be taught thought-getting.
Why is it that so many of those who have
been through books and books knowisolittle?
Simply becauss they have not extracted
thought definitely from the printed page;
and have not assimilated what they did
extract. A careless, indifferent manner of
thought-getting allowed by a teacher is time
worse than wasted.

THE IMAGINATION.

To train in definite thought-extraction
we must set the imagination at wprk. It
is one of the most important factors, if not
the most important in' education. Ques-
tion minutely on the lessons :-Ask how
old Fan is; what color her hair is ; what
color her eyes are; what she has on ; also
have the cat described and so on. Place
the lesson before the pupils so vividly that
the whole thing is pictured right before
them as in a panorama. Display feeling
and excite their sensibilities ; for remember
the imagination works by means of the
feelings. Connect thought ,with thought
and thus make knowledge organic. This
article deals only with that phase of reading,
known as silent reading, i.e., the extraction
of thought from printed matter. Carlyle
says, " Of equal honor with him who writes
a poem, is the one who reads it well."

WORD AND PHRASE EXERCISES.
RHODA LEE.

"WHAT shall we do with the word and
phrase exercise given at the end of the
reading lesson in the second book," is the
question asked by a reader of the JOURNAL.
We are thoroughly in sympathy with the
difficulty experienced by the enquirer, and
hope we may be able to throw some little
light on the subject.

The compilers of the reader placed these
exercises at the end of the lesson, principally
for the purpose of review; they contain
some of the most difficult words in the
lesson and are supposed to serve as a test
of the knowledge gained from the lesson.
But while this may be one use to which the
work may be put, they are primarily useful
in the preparation for the lesson.

Before discussing this point, however, let
us see what the real work of reading is in
second-book classes. It is not expression
of thought, for that in the opinion of most
educators of to-day is beyond this stage of
reading. The object we have in view is
rather the cultivation of the power to obtain
thought from written or printed matter. It
is claimed that oral reading in junior classes
is the ruination of good reading, and that
it should not be indulged in at all until all

characters and words - the media of
thought-are recognized so automatically
as to allow the mind to be wholly occupied
with the thought alone, and then, and then
only, shall we have good reading. But we
must admit that as yet public opinion in
most parts will not allow us to dispense
with oral reading in primary classes and
therefore what we must do is to make the
children thoroughly familiar with the words
and phrases in the lesson before attempting
to read it, either silently or orally.

Lesson vi. has been suggested as an illus-
tration.

The words given in the list on page
twenty-one do not embrace all the difficult
ones. These and all others that are new or
difficult should be taught at least two weeks
before the lesson is read and the drill should
be such as will insure automatic recognition
when reading. The plans for teaching the
words are numerous, but choose which you
will, let them include three things : ist.
pronunciation, 2nd. use, 3rd. meaning. The
words may be also used for spelling or dic-
tation lesýons, but all that is necessary to
reading is embraced in the above three
requisites.

In making a list of words endeavor to
draw the words from the children telling
enly wheu necessary, and leave on the
board only those with which some difficulty
is experienced. Ask from your scholars,
either orally or in writing, sentences con-
taining the different words properly used.
If possible let the sentence contain two or
three of the words. Then try to get definite
meanings. Study the lesson for which you
are preparing, and select all the peculiar
and difficult phrases. Add these to the
book list and get the meanings or equiva-
lent phrases, using them in connections
other than those of the book lesson.

Following this plan the scholars ought to
be thoroughly familiar with the words when
they attempt to interpret the lesson.

Let us'now turn our attention to the
" reading lesson proper " as it is called. A
five-minute talk on " bears " will arouse
interest, and excite curiosity to learn some-
thing further from the lesson before them.
Now let me advocate, in a lesson of this.
nature, the study of one paragraph at a time.
Ask your pupils to read silently the first
paragraph, that on page nineteen. Then
question to discover what thought they
have obtained from the passage. If they
have not grasped all the thought ask them
to read it again, and in this way gather
every point. Proceed in this way to the
end of the lesson.

In such lessons as No. XX, where there
is a connected narrative you may ask your
scholars to write on their slates or tell you
orally the whole story.

In lessons such as No. VI. you will have
to give a little help by asking such questions
as-

1st. Name something a bear likes and
tell me how he gets it.

2nd. How does a bear spend the winter ?
If the thought is grasped and understood

by the children they will readily tell it in
their own words.

Clear picturing and vivid imagining are
what we need to cultivate to insure good
reading. Impress upon the children that



it is not merely the correct, but more or less depreciated. After providing

senseless repetitiori of words yu for these deductions from the year's earn-
ings, $75 000 bas been carried to the Reserve,

want when you ask them to read. making that fund $900,000, and £16,186.39
You want rather, some one to tell remains at the credit of Profit and Loss Ac-

count. The total surplus of the Company-
you the story naturally, to make you which these two latter amounts constitute-
see it, to make you feel it, and on ly is, therefore, $916,186,39, and deducting from.
those who can do this are reading this the amount estimated as necessary ta

reinsure or run off all existing risks say
well. __ $546,506.64, a net surplus remains over

Capital and all liabilities of $369,679.75.
HELLMUTH COLLEGE, LONDON, STATEMENT OF BUSINESS FOR THE YEAR

ONT. ENDING DzoEMBER., 31, 1890.

WE have pleasure in calling the attention Of
our readers to the card of the above named
institution, which appears in another column af
this paper. We need not enlarge upon the
merits of this College, as its excellence is so
generally known, and during ils history of
over twenty-one years it bas held the foremost
position as an institution of learning and culture
for young ladies. There is a large attendance
of students, and the number is increasing each
year. There are excellent facilities for the pur-
suit of studies which comprise a liberal educa-
tion. The various literary subjects, languages,
sciences, music, art, elocution, etc., etc., are
all taught by specialists ; and in regard to
healthful and picturesque situation and extent
of grounds Hellmuth's advantages could not be
excelled.

SuccEss bas most certainly attended the
careen ai the Nortb Amrneican Lite Assurance
Ca. A decade bas now passed sioce the coin-
pany was organized, and its record during that
period is one continuous bistory of successes.
The results of the past year's work are specially
wanthy ai note. In eveny department tonding
to the welfan of the company, great strides
have been made. We know of no better means
ai protection than a palicy ai lite insurance in a
goad reliablo lite company, and we belive that
the North American is one of our staunchest
Canadian companies.

THE easy, quiet way in which T. A. SLO-
CUM'S OXYGENIZED EMULSION of
PURE COD LIVER OIL bas won ils way
into public favor speaks volumes for its merits.
At the office ai the campany, Toronto, Ont.,
eau be seon scores ai valuabie testimanials,
while any druggist will tell you that for al
pulmonary difficulties it stands unrivalled.

WESTERN ASSURAICE Co.
FORTIETH ANNUAL MEETING OF

SHAREHOLDERS.

Revenue Account.
Fire premiums............ 1,388,582 70
Marine premmms......... 715,02 49

-- 82.48615 19
Les re-assurances.................... 388,123 30

$1,660,486 89
Interest account..................-...... 43,367 18

$1,703,854 07
Fire losses, including an appropriation

for aI losses reported to December 31,
1890-------------------------......

Marine losses, including an appropriation
for all losses reported to December 31,

665,071 26

1890 .................................. 368,274 07
G°eeral expenses, agents commis , 5ion,

etc-------------------------......615,883 55
Balance to profit and losa ................ 155,12b 19

*1,703,854 07
Profit and Los Account.

Balance taom lts year-. .............. 12,28 41
Profit for the year--- "-- -- "--------155,125 19

* 167,411 60
Dividend paid Juiy, 1890------------....* 25,000 00
Dividend payable Januarv 8, 1891...... 25,000 00
Written off securities.................... 26,225 21
Carried to reserve fund.................. 7,000 00
Balance ................................ 16,186 39

*167,4u1 60
.,4set8.

United States and State Bonds .......... * 459,525 00
Dominion of Canada Stock.............. 211,417 50
Loan Company and Bank Stocks ........ 1561,577 40
(Campany's buiýdîag------------------... 65,000 
Municipal Debentures................. 80,359 23
Cash on hand and on deposit............ 277,260 51
Bills receivable.......................... 34,508 27
Mortgages-------------------------.... 16,458 60
ieaesueance lasses...................... 48,642 6
Interest due and accrued ................ 4,989 50
Agents' balances and sundry accounts. .. 210,918 82

i1,555,666 19
LieS itles.

Capital stock pald up............... 500,000 0
Lasses unden adjumimeont--------------..114,478 80
Dividend payable January 8, 1891........ 25,000 00
Reserve Fund..,-...-.......900,000 00
Balance profit and loss....... 16,186 39

916,186 39

*1,555,665 19
A. M. Surric.

President.
J. J. Ksssry,

Managing Director.
WESTERN ASSURANCE OrnaIC,

Too»To, Februaey 9, 1891.

Report of DIrectors-Continued Prosperity- AUDITORS' REPORT.
Large Profits and Liberal Dividends-Con- To the President and Directors of the Western
siderable Addition to the ResePves-Good Assurance Company:
Management and Excellent Results. GENTLEMEN,-We hereby certify that we
THE fortieth annual meeting of sharehold- have audited the books of the Company for

ers of the above company was held at its the year ending December 31, 1890, 'and
offices in this city at noon on Friday, 20th have examined the vouchers and securities
inst. in connection therewith, and find the saine

Mr. A. M. Smith, President, occupied the carefully kept, correct, and properly set
chair, and Mr. J. J. Kenny, ManagingDirec- forth in the above statement.
tor, was appointed to act as secretary to the R. R. CATHRON,
meeting. JOHN M. MARTIN, F.C.A., Auditors.

The secretary read the following annual re-
port :- TORONTo, February 9, 1891.

lI presenting the Annual Report of the In moving the adoption of the report the
business of the year ending December 31, President said:
1890, the Directors are pleased to be able to The Annual Report and accompanying
submit to the Shareholders such gratifying accounts which you have just heard read,
evidence of the continued prosperity of the prosent, I think, so clearly the result of the
Company as is embraced in the accompanying business of the past year, and so satisfac-
accounts, torily the condition of affairs at the close of

It will be seen from the Revenue Account the year, that it is scarcely necessary for me
that there is a profit balance on the transac- in moving the adoption of the report to do
tions of the year of $155,125.19. more than congratulate you upon the happy

A satisfactory increase is shown in the ne- auspices under which we meet at this, the
ceipts fromr Fire premiums, while in the fortieth annual gathermug of the Share-
Marine branch certain lines of business, holders of the Company. There is one iten
which have not resulted profitably in the in the accounts, however, to which it may be
past, have been discontinued, and the prem. well to refer particularly. I allude to the
uni income somewhat reduced. amount written off securities in order to en-

Two half-yearly dividends at the rate of able us to place thern in the Balance Sheet,
ten per cent. per annum amounting to as bas always been our custom, at their
$50,000, have been declared, and the sum of market value on 31st December. You are
$26,225.21 bas been written off investments aware that juîst at that time the prices of
to bring themn to their market value at the stocks and bonds generally were much de-
close of the year, when, owing to the dis- pressed, and the fact that our securities were
turbed conditions existing in monetary affected to such a comparatively shght ex-
circles, almost all classes of securities were tent is perhaps the best evidence that could

be offered as to the character of our invest-
ments. Moreover, I think we are safe la
regarding this as merely a temporary depre-
ciation, and that the former values will be,
as indeed soine have already been, regained.

I may be permitted to say also that, inter-
ested as I bave been in this Company since
its organization-for forty years as a stock-
holder, for twenty-five years as a director,
and for the past eight years as its president
-it is with a feeling of pride, which I think
is pardonable, that 1 regard the position
which the Western occupies to-day among
the financial institutions of this country and
among the insurance companies of this con-
tinent. Organized, as it was, at a time when
the popular belief existed that indemnity for
losses by fire-or in fact from death or any
other calamity which might be covered by
an insurance policy-could be obtained only
froin the other side of the Atlantic, it had
secured at the end of its first ten years'
struggle for existence against this popular
delusion an annual premiumm income of only
soine $60,000. The twentieth annual report
shows that it had increased this five-fold,
and at the close of its thirtieth year its in-
come exceeded one million dollars per an-
num ; and having thoroughly establisbed its
prestige at home it had extended its field of
operations beyond the limits of Canada. It
is now entering upon its fifth decade with
an income of nearly a million and three-
quarters, derived from all the provinces of
the Dominion and from the United States,
as well as from some of the British West
India Islands; with cash asets iof upwards
af a million and a hall; with a profit balance
on its last year's transactions of over $150,-
000 ; with a corps of tried officers and agents
layal to the Company and its interest; and,
if I may say it without egotism, with an ex-
perience Board of Directors, several of whom
may claim to be veterans, and not likely to
be frightened by "l fire," even though it
may corne (as it sometimes does through con-
glgrations) n " volleys" rather trying to
the nerves. I think I may say-looking at
what bas been accomplished from snall be-
ginnings and looking at our present position
-that by continuing the policy which has

iuded us lu tbe past, ai fair and liberal
ealings with aur insurers and juat recog-

nition of the services of our agents, upon
whose judgment we have so largely to de-
pend in the selection of business-we may
confidently look for at least an equal measure
of success for the Western in the future to
that which it has enjoyed in the past, and,
as a consequence, to its being in a position
to continue to make satisfactory returns to
its shareholders upon their invested capital.

Permit me to say before closing my re-
marks that-under a kind Providence-I feel
that we are indebted in no small degree to
the wisdom and untiring energy of our Man-
aging Director and his able staff of assist-
ants for the high position that our Company
now occupies in the estimation of the insur-
ing public.

Mr. George A. Cox, Vice-President of the
Company, in seconding the adoption of the
report said :

The satisfactory nature of the report now
submitted to your approval, and the full
explanations of the President, in moving its
adoption, leave but little for me to say.
There is, however, one important item in the
statement to which reference bas not been
made, and that is the very substantial addi-
tion of no less than seventy-five thousand
dollars to the Reserve Fund. With net
earnings for the year equal to thirty-one per
cent. of our paid-up capital, it was not .un-
reasonable that the question should arise :
Are you only going to pay a ten per cent.
dividend, less than one-third of your net
earnings? But I am sure the shareholders and
the public will appreciate the prudence and
recognize the nècessity of providing in good
years like this for less fortunate ones, when
we are called upon to meet exceptional losses
by confia grations sncb ai have occurred, and
in all probability will occur again.

It is very satisactory to know that after
fully providing for our Reinsurance Fund,
which takes $546,506.64, we have a net sur-
plus over and above our capital, and all lia-
bilities to the public equal to about seventy-
five per cent. of our paid-up capital.

The splendid position of the Western on is
fortieth anniversary fully justifies the Prési.
dent in feeling proud of the Company and
proud of his long and honorable connection

with it; and 1 shall also indulge a little in
the saine way. The best standard by which
to judge a Company is the relative position it
occupies at home, and the Western for many
years has stood in the very front rank, its
incorne from fire and marine premiums in
Canada exceeding that of any other Com-
pany doing business here-English, Ameri-
can, or Canadian-and what is still more
gratifying, its loss ratio on its Canadian
business is considerably below the average of
both the home and foreign Fire Insurance
Companies making returns to the Dominion
Insurance Department.

I may also refer to the relative position of
the Company on this continent. Of the one
hundred and sixty companiesreporting to the
Canadian and New York Insurance Depart-
ments, only some twentyexceed the Western
in volume of business ; and the steadily i-
proving character of the Company's nited
States business, as shown by the diminisbing
loss ratio, affords good grounds for anticr-
pating that the continued efforts in that di-
rection of its representatives in the United
States will make an equally favorable record
for it there to that which it enjoys at home
It is gratifying to know that, notwithstand-
ing some exceptionally trying years, the
business of that branch shows a fair profit
to the Company, and that the year just
closed has been one of the most favorable in
its experience.

I very heartily concur, Mr. President, in
all that you have said as to the obligations
we are under to our Managing Director, who
brings to bear upon the business of the
Company a thorough and ever-increasing
knowledge of the insurance world and the
insurance business in all its drtails. It is to
his intelligent and close supervision of the
Company's interests and ta bs efficient and
well-selected staff that we are largely in-
debted for the position that we are so proud
of to-day. I have much pleasure in seconding
the resolution for the adoption of the report.

On motion of Mr. A. Nairn, seconded by
Mr. William Ross, a cordial vote of thanks
was passed to the President and Board of
Directors for their services and attention to
the interest of the Company during the past
year.

Messrs. F. J. Stewart and J. K. Niven
havin been appointed scrutineers, the elec-
tiono Directors for the ensuing year wsu
proceeded with, which resulted in the unani-
mous re-election of the old Board, viz. :-

Messrs. A. M. Smith, George A. Cox, Ha.
S. C. Wood, Robert Beaty, A. T. Fulton1,
Geor e McMurrich, H. N. Baird, W. B
Broc, and J. J. Kenny.

At a meeting of the Board of Director,
held subsequently, Mr. A. M. Smith was
re-elected President and Mr. George A. Col
Vice-President for the ensuing year.

New Arithmetic.
Authorized by the Department qf

Education.

We have now in press and will publish shortly

A NEW ARITHMETIC

For use in the High Schools and Collegiate
Institutes. The authorship of this work has
been entrusted to W. H. BALLARD, M.A''
Inspector of Public Schools, Hamilton ; A. C.
McKAY, B.A., Professor of Mathematics,
McMaster University, Toronto; and F.- '&
THOMPSON, B. A., Mathematical Mater
Collegiate Institute, Hamilton, and praolni5
to excel all books of a similar nature. It Wic
contain about 3,500 problems. The trad
sbould order at once to secure a prompt suppY•

p p ß

ROSE PUBLISUHIN U GO
LIMITED.
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Bermuda Bottled.
"Tou nust go to Beranuda. If

udo ntwlnt be .Ilfl'-

4d1,teo, K eaui affrd netier th.
ime nor the no ny." "Weil, ii

that in Impossible, try

SCOTT'S
EMULS1ON1
OF PURE NORWECIAN

COD LIVER OIL.
1 sometimes cal it Bermuda Bot.
tied, and many cases of

CONSUMPTION,
Bronchitis, Cough

or Severe Cold
K bave CURED with it; and the
sdVa e la that the most sensi-
tile stemah can take it. Another
thing which comniendA it la the
tiliatling properties Of the M-

rp ho bites whleh It conta.i •
ou ýrIl and it for sale at your

bruggist's, in Saimon wrapper. Be
sure lou get the genuine."

SCOTT & BOW.NE, Belleville.

Itàpker- a Spenee's Shorthand and
Business Sehool.

Te Proprietor of" Bariers Shortband School " and
LW. Spence, Esq., late of the College of Commerce,

ving entered loto partnership, and added a Business
trtment, new and commodious premises bave

,I% taien at 133 King Street East, Toronto, over
AZOiy and Navy," whicis have been tisorougbiy equip-

t for Shorthand, Typewriting, and genena buni-
'sats instruction.

tepot for all kinds of Shorthand Books, Reporters'
X k Fouotain Pans, and agency for
Sior is Pecioîa n

Circulars sent Free.

XLLMUTE COLLEGE for Young Ladies,Lon
""1,Ont. Comfortable and spaciousç buildings of brick

stone, .îandidg in iso acres of land, beautifully
'asted Cimtte excellent. On a thro ghroute be

t* nt and weSt. 'Jhle air of tiis College is ro
SOvide the highest intetlectual and practically useful
'14cation. nstrnc ion ex ehîsive, tho ou-h, practicai.

ai rmure, Language"q, Mathenatic.,,Science, Munit,
41ting, Elocution, etc. Diplomas and certificates

tnted. French and German taught colloquoay.
8 iegrElevator, Gymnasisn, Riding Scisool.

' ýrI-chol rships annal awarded by cmpetition.
N mber received limint Chbagns moea

For large illustrated circular (free) and full par.

REV. E. N. ENGLISH, M.A.,
Pdlncipal nu College ·

LnoOtCanada.

PROTESTANT BOARD

Of School Commissioners
FOR MONTBEL.

ibse Headmastership of the Boys' High School will
Vacant at the close of the present session.

,.Aplications for the iton will be received by the
%'U ined up to ist pril next.

E. W. ARTHY, Eo'eta.PY

The Cyclostyle Duplicating AppaP-
atus - FoP DuPlicatng, WPitIng
DPawlng, Munie op Typewpitlng

Two thousand exat copies from one writing, each

copy ng a , ted a neananre of an a mpe,
rapîd.deavýn anddurable. Endorsed by upwards of

3,o oo s, corporations aod institutions throh
tis Dominion. Invaluable fr teachers and =eol

for reports, examination papers, circulars, blank forms.
instructioli, notices, maps and ail classical work.
Used in most all our colleges, and rapidly being taken
up by our principal schools. Write for circulars and
testimonials.

CYCLOSTYLE CO.,
16 KING ST. EAST, - TORONTO.

A NEW EDITION

-- OF-

&rithnietical Probleins.
For Senior Classes and Candidates for

Entrance to Rigih Schools and
Collegiate Institutes

By G. H. ARMSTRONG,

Firt Assistant Master Wellesley Bchool,

Toronto.

Any typographical errors in the first edition ve
been crrected. The Entrance Paper for Decerber,

go, has been added. The answers to ail the problems
have been appended. No otler work possesaee these
features. Teachers and Inspectors commenld it.

I am highly pleased with your Arithmetical Problems
for Senior c asses. It suits my Entrance candidates
e 1actly. A bo chast ibisneededbyever Fourt
Cisas papil. GEO. Kitic, Head Mlaster M.S., Chathanm.

I have t.minedour Arithmetical Problems for
Senior Classes. The problems are very suitable and
the collection must prov er valuable to teachers. I

te:-il -om nd it . DPLATT, B.A., P.S. Innpec.
to Prince dward.

"I have examined the problems, and think they are
ndmiraby suited for tie, c oe intended. I am sure

tatarapx of senior c a it i nd theni a zreat
assistance."1 J. C. LINKLATRit, EsQ., Principal 91..,
Gananoque.

f; 1nave no heaitatico in saying tbat for tise purpone
fo which it la intended the work in infinitely the bst
vith which I am acquainted. lIs atrong point, to my

des, s te logical aquence in the problems by i c
thse pupil ls almost inserssibiy led on nîep by step until
lit ceice quite a difficult style of question. Tise
printer, too, bas done his work very well, and there
are but few typographical errors. I shall certainiy
recommend every teacier in ry inspectorate p ouse &
Copy."' J. C. MoGaeN, ".A., In°peCtor, Barr°e

PRICE, strogly Boini il O1oth, 25 CI8.

G i FRiNtii aT d illi hiNi CO

28 FRONT ST. WEST, TORONTO.

SIJIOOL SIIPPLIES
Of Every Description

Address-

E. N V MOYER & CO.
60 Yonge St., TORONTO, ONT.

The Canadian Office and School Funlture
Company, Llnited,

PRESTON, - ONTARIO.

Successors to W. STAHLSCHMIDT & Co.

Manufacturers ot Office, School, Church and
Lodge Furniture.

zw-T
THE " PERFECT AUTOMATIC " ScHooL DESK.

The latest and best.

The School Desks of this Company cannot be excelled

"tfortent, Beauty of Design, Adaptability and
Conott ie Scisolar. Senti for Circulea.

send at once for a PEE BOTTLE
rand a abe trei TIs rey isasur ssd rdica.l cur ad i. rfc
hariiea a nuh~rsous drugs are used in

lIs r aatin. I ii arrant l t tecure

EPILEPSY OR FALLINC SICKNESS
salere canes .here lier remedien hae faied.f. eei btt ta: 1 vent the

medicine to be tis o r0eso-seeatio. Ltcuti 0' notti.
ig rO d a , îce e
Je certan Glue Espress and
post Ofie Address: G E
H. G. flOOT M. O., 18 West Adelado St.

Toronto, Ont.

JAMES NURR AY & CO.
+ PRINTINC, +

PAPER RULINO

BOOKBINDING.

FIRST-CLASS BOOK, LAW,

COMMERCIAL AND

GENERAL JOB WORK.

26 & 28 FRONT ST WEST

STATUA Decoatve Pur
STAT ARYý.rp sent FRIE

?LISTER C&ST% for Artistead ShooIc, 2N4 0 Dein,3==cn Sttu diesDecriiîtiveiPamptletF.ýr t tu i
C. HENNECKE CG, miLwAuKEE, wis.

&No 207 WA.AsM AVENUE. CH ICAGO.

GERMAN. FRENCH. SPANISH.

THE INGRES-COUTELLIER

School of Moden Languages
Natural Nethod by Native Teachers.

TORONTO: MONTREAL:
Canada Life Building. 'Nordheimer Block,207 St. James St.

St. Jch,, N.B.; Halifax, N.S. Winnipeg, Man.;

Brantford, Ont.; Kingston.Ot.; Ottawa, Ont.;

Ban . Me.; Calais, Me.; Yarmou-h, N.S.; and
, r cities.

Office and Recitation Rooms in the Canada Life
Building. At the next French literature course, Tues-
day, Fe. 3rd, 8 o'clock, Prof. George Coutellier will
talk about: Horace de Corneille. Admission-For
pupils of the school 4-e., for oco pupils Soc. Special
arrangements will be made for the whole terni.

AGENTS WANTED
TO SELL

CB Bl L E
BIBLE.
AND

CHIILD'S

LIPE OF.

CHRIST

THE

BEST SELLINC B00KS

OF THE DAY.

Grip iintiog & Publishing Co.
26 & 28 Front St. W.

TORONTO.
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MOULTON LADIES' COLLEGE
A Departmnent of MeMaster University,

IORONTO, - ONTABIO.
Winter term opens January 6, 1891. Boird and

Tuition for the rest of the year $99.oo. Addiress,

MISS A. L, SMILEY, M.A., Principal.

SOLID GAINS
In 1890.

More applications, more insurance, more pre-
miums, more interest income, younger average
age of new risks and higher class business with
smaller death claims and smaller general ex-
penses puts

TI)e Ter)peralce ald Geqeral Life
Solidly ahead of its previous record.

In ·1891
We desire to increase our gains in ail the

above important particulars, and will offer the
best plans, most truly liberal policies, and fair
est classification of risks that can be obtained.

For any desired information consult our
agents or write to

H. SU THERLAND, Manager.
Good Agents Wanted.

" PERFECTION."

BUTTONLESS.
The above cut shows the design of the Perfection

Buttonless Football as it is registered in Great Bri ain,
and represents to the fullest degree perfection in shape,
perfection in workmanship, perfection in the material
used in Its manufacture, and perfection in finish.

This, combined with the closeness of our price, has
ed certain dealers to have tihe design slightly changed

in hopes that they would thereby be able to get a little
more for them. Beware of such. We sell the best
buttonless balls made, and give the number, circumfer-
nce and price of each.

ASSOCIATION FOOTBALLS COMPLETE.
Sizes-No. i, No. 2, No. 3, No. 4, No.

Perfection, 20 in. 22 i. 24 in. 26 in. Asso'n.
buttonless, prices.$i 5o $i 6o $1 75 $2 25 $3 o

Perfection Chrome, Special Buttonless Water-
proof, only one size made............... · ·. 3 50

Queen's Park, the well.known favorite ....... - 3 00
Rugby Match Ball, very superior, price, $3.25.

RUBBERS AND COVERS SEPARATE, ETC.
No. i. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5.

Rubbers, searate, $
Mactkintoshsabest, o 6o $0 70 $0 80 $ 90 $1 ce

Covers, separate,
buttonless........ a 95 1 oo 1 10 1 50 2 15

Covers, separate, Queen's Park, $2.15. Chrome But-
tonless, $2.55.

Infiators, Brass Piston, The Little Wonder, 6e cts.
large size, $a.5o. Rubber Cement, 3oc. box.

Shin Pads, Cloth Lined, 5oc. per pair ; Best Leather,
Chamois Lined, $t.oo per pair.
The above covers are ail the celebrated McKechnie

make, made of hand.wrought leather of the very best
(specially prepared) quality, and filled with McIntosh's
TESTED rubbers of best quality, STAMPED.

The Inflators are both first-class articles, nothing to
go wrong about them, like the rubber bulb ones. No
club should be without one at these prices.

Any article in above list mailed free on receipt of
prtics to any address in the Dominion of Canada or
United States. Send money or stamps by registered
letter or, if convenient, a post office order is absolutely
safe. Address

LUMSDEN & WILSON,
Importers of Football Goods, SEAFORTH, Ontario.

OFFICIAL

GALENDAR
-0F THE-

EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT

- FOR -

February, March
and April.

February :

4. First meeting of High School
Boards and Boards of Educa-
tion. [H.S. Act, sec. 22; P.S.
Act, sec. 107.]

March :

i. Separate School supporters to
notify Municipal Clerk, [S.S.
Act, sec. 40.]

Minutes of County Council to
Department, due. [P.S. Act,
sec. 128.]

Inspector's Annual Reports to
Department, due. [P.S. Act,
sec. 183 (6).]

Auditor's Reports on the School
Accounts of High School
Boards and the Boards of cities;
towns, villages and townships,
to Department, due.

Financial Statements of Teachers'
Associations to Department,
due.

26. High, Public and Separate
Schools close for Easter holi-
days. [H.S. Act, sec. 50.]

27. GooD FRIDAY.

30. EASTER MONDAY.

31. High, Public and Separate
Schools open after Easter holi-
days. [H.S. Act, sec. 50.]

Ap5ril :

i. Notice from candidates for First
Class Certificates, Grades A and
B, to Department, due.

Return by Clerks of counties,
cities, etc., of population to
Department, due. [P.S. Act,
sec. 140.]

Toronto University Examinations
in Medicine begin.

23. Art Schools Examinations begin.

27. Toronto University Examinations
in Law begin.

THE OWEN
Eleciric Bell and ApplianCe Co'y.

(Mead Office, Chcago, Ill.)

Incorporated June 17, with a Cash Capital of $50,000.
(Patented la Canada, December, 1877.) 1 .AU

71 (ing $1. W., Toronto, Coaodo,
C. C. PATTERSON, Manager for Canada.

Electricity as Applied by The Owen Electric
Belt and Appliances

Is now recognized as the greatest boon offered to suffering humanity. I
bas, does and will effect cures in seemingly hopeless cases where ever
other known means bas failed. Rheumatism cannot exist where it 1'
properly applied. By its steady, soothing current, that is easily felt it
will cure,

Rheumatism Liver Complaut
Solatica Female Complaints
Spinal Diseases ImpotenoyGeneral Debility ConstipationNeuralgia Ridney Diseame
Lumbago Varicocele
Nervous Complaints Sexual Complainte
Spermatorrhea Epilepsy or Fita
Dyspepsia Lame Baok.

It is net pleasant to be compelled to refer ta the indisputable fact that
medical science bas utterly failed te aford relief in rheumatic cases.
venture the assertion that although electricity bas only been in use es 0
remedical agent for a few years. it has cured. more casel*
RheuXatism than aUl other meas combined. Some of our
leading phy"icians, recognizing this fact, are availing themselves of this
most impotent of Natures forces.

TO RESTORE MANROOD AND WOMANHOOD.
As man has not yet discovered all of Nature's laws for rih living1 i

follows that every one bas committed more or less errors whach bave ift
visible blemishes. To erase these evidences of past errors, thes is nothing
to equal Electricity as applied by The Owen Electrc Body Batery. gest
assured, any doctor who would try to accomplish this by any kini of drugis
is practising a most dangerous forn of charlatanism.

WE CHALZLENGE TEE WORL.D
to show an Electric Belt where the current is under the control of th@
patent as completely as this. We can use the same belt on an infant that
we would on a giant by simply reducing the number of cells. Other belts
have been in the market for five or ten years longer, but to-day there $0
more Owen Belts manufactured and sold tian any other makers combined'

ELECTRIC INSOLIES. Dr. Owen's Electric Insoles will teve
Rheumatism and cure Chilblains and Cramps in the feet and legs. 9Tt,
$1Z. sent by man.

EXTRACTS FROM CANADIAN TESTIMONIALS.
" For eight years I 'ave suffered with rheumatism,

and am now out of pain and growing better daily and
in my 7 5 th year. Can confidently recommend the
Owen Belt when everything else fails." A. Menzies,
Niagara Fai s.

NgHaving some knowledge of electricity and its
power, and having used other belts prior to my use of
yours. I can say that it is the best that I ever worn."
Jas. Blair, Port Dalhousie.

"Am much pleased with belt ; it has done me a
great deal of good already." J. Sergerim, Galt, Ont.

" Saved my life when I had musclar rheumatisfL
Mrs. Caroll, West Market St.

" Your Electric Belt cured a violent attack of scit'à,
rheumatism of several months'standing, in eight days
Jas. Dixon, Sr., Grand Valley, Ont.

" Have been a sufferer fer years from nervous hes8r
aches and neuralgia. After trying one of your bel'
am more than satisfied with it. Can knock outa
headache now in fifteen minutes that used to keeP W
in bed for days." Thos. Gales, Crawford St., Toronto

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS AND CHEAP BELTS.
Our attention having been attracted to base imitations of " The Owen Electric Belt," we desire to warn the

public against purchasing these worthless productions put upon the market by unprincipled men who, calliDS
themselves electricians, prey upon the unsuspecting by offering worthless imitations of the Genuine owen
Electric Belt that has stood the test of years and bas a continental reputation.

Our Trade Mark is the portrait of Dr. A. Owen, embossed in gold upon every Belt and Appliance Minar
1

factured by the Owen Electric 13elt and Appliance Co. None genuine without it
The cheap so-called Electric Belts advertised by some concerns are perfectly worthless as a curative Po"

and dear at any price. A genuine Electric Belt cannot he manufactured and sold at cheap prics. en
cents for illustrated catalogue of information, testimonials, etc.

The Owen Electric Belt Co., 71 King St. West.
Mention this palper.] TORONTO.

uEI."EB5 3 & OO.
32% ChuPoh St., Toronto,

Importers and Manufactures or

KINDERGARTEN GOODS.
Agents in Canada for the MILTON BRADLEY

COMPANY, the celebrated United States
makers of Kindergarten Materials.

Estimates given for the complete furnishing of Kin-
dergartens. Correspondence mviied.

DEAFNESST
ITS CAUSES AND CURE.

Scientifically treated by an aurist of world-wide
reputation. Deafessa eradicated and entirely cured
of from 20 ta Io years' standing, after all other treat-
ments have failed. How the difficulty is reached and
the cause removed fully explained in circulars, with
affidavits and testimonials of cures from prominent
people, mailed free.

DR. A. FONTAINE. 34 West 14th St., N.Y,

REIMINGTOM
An8 STANDARD,

TYPEWRITES
Is now a necessity in ail First-class Educatiofla
Institutions. Write for particulars.

GEORGE BENGOUGH, General ,g09tr

4 Adelaide Street West, . Toronto.

TEACHERS AND STUDENTSmayhaveB.
book wants promptly attended to sither niis

new or used line and at reasonable terms, by add

Frank Porter, 535 Yonge St.
(SUCCESSOR TO DAVID BOYLE.)

Books to any part of the Dominion, for lnsPectot
Teachers and Students, mailed or expresd dail*
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TLIST * OF * R MAINDERS
At Greatly Reduced Prices.

As only single copies of many of the following books are in stock early orders should be forwarded if books are desired.

Regular Price Ofered at

GAMES AND IN AND OUT-DOOR SPORTS.

Cricket. Containing numerous Illustrations, showing Position of
the Field for Low Bowling, Position of the Field for Fast
Bowling, the Bad Catch, the Safe Catch, the Leg Hit, etc.
By the Hon. and Rev. E. Lyttleton, Cambridge Uni-
versity Eleven..................................$0 35

Dumb Bell, Indian Club and other Athletic Exercises. A Manuel
of Instruction By M. Bornstein. Paper ................ o 25

Cricket As It Should Be Played. Illustrated. With the Rules of
the Marylebone Club, and Practical Directions for
Amateurs. Éy an ex-Captain. Boards ................. O 20

Draw Poker and Spoil Five. Illustrated. Containing Hints on
Drawing, the Laws of Draw Poker, Jack Pots, Laws of
Spoil Five, etc. Cloth................................. o 20

Dick's Hand-Book of Cribbage, containing full directions for play-
ing all the varieties of the game, and the laws which gov-
ern them. By William B. Dick. Cloth..... .. .......... o 20

LETTER WRITERS.

The Child's Letter Writer. A Help to Youn gCorrespondents. By
Mrs. Sale Barker. Cloth.............................. O 35

Guy's Juvenile Letter Writer ; being Model Letters for the Use of
Schools and Families, intended to assist children and youth
in their first attempt at Epistolary Correspondence. By
Joseph Guy, Jun., of Magdalen Hall, Oxford. Cloth..... o 35

NATURAL HISTORY.

Land and Fresh Water Shells. An Introduction to the Study of
Conchology, with a Chapter on the Distribution of the
British Land and Fresh Water Mollused. By J. W.
Taylor, F.L.S., and W. Denison Roeburn, F.L.S. Cloth.. o 35

The Common Frog, with numerous illustrations. By St. George
Mivast, F.R.S., etc., Lecturer on Comparative Anatomy at
St. Mary's Hospital, author of The Genesis of Species, etc.
Cloth.................. ...................... 1 25

Stories About Animals. With numerous Illustrations. Containing
a Fight between a Giraffe and Leopard, the Adventures of
a Bear, A Mouse Hunt ; also, a Chapter on Pets, etc. By
Captain Mayne Reid and others. A new edition, with a
Memoir. By R. H. Stoddard. Cloth .................. i oo

BISTORY.
Seven Great Monarchies of the Ancient Eastern World ; or, The

History, Geography and Antiquities of Chaldea, Assyria,
Babylon, Media, Persia, Parthia and Sarsanian; or, The
New Persian Empire. By George Rawlinson, M.A.,
Camden, Professor of Ancient History in the University
of Oxford. Vol. III. Cloth............................ i 25

Stories of the Wars (1574-1658.) From the Rise of the Dutch Re-
public to the Death of Oliver Cromwell, with numerous
illustrations and Colored Frontispiece. Containing the
Story of the Battle of Zulphen (A. D. 1586) ; also the Story
of the Siege of Antwerp (A.D. 1585). By John Lillatson,
author of Fifty Famous Men. Cloth ................... I 75

Tales of Captivity and Exile. Illustrated. Containing a Chapter
of Historical Examples, Masers de Latude and his Im-
prosenments in the Bastille; also, Captivity of John
Rutherford in New Zealand, Frontes? Casonovas Escape
from the Prison at Venice. Cloth......................o 90

PRESENTATION.

.Robert's Race ; or, More Haste Less Speed. One of the Juvenile
Series. By Emma Marshall, author of Bishop's Cranworth,
etc., etc. Cloth............................... o 50

Naomi ; or, The Last Days of Jerusalem. Illustrated. By Mrs. J. B.
Webb, author of The Child's Commentary on St. Luke, The
Woods of Durand, etc. Cloth......................... o 90

Jury-Room Tales, and other Stories. Illustrated. In the contents
may be found Tales from a Jury-Room, a Mistake and its
Results, Betsy's Bead, The Station-Master's Daughter, etc.
Cloth........................................ o 50

Narrative Poetry for the Young. With eighty Illustrations. En-
graved by the Brothers Dalzeil. Containing Character of
a Happy Life, Dame Duck's First Lecture on Education,
The May Queen, Old Christmas, etc., etc. Cloth........ o 50

Under a Cloud. With a Frontispiece by Gordon Browne. This is
nicely bound, with clear, distinct type. By the author of
The Aletier du Lys, The Fiddler of Lugan, etc., etc. "A
dehghtful story : one of the cleverest. in fact that she bas
written."-fohn Bull. Cloth...................... - 75
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PRESENTATION.-(Continued.)
A Banquet of Jests and Merry Tales. In the contents may be

found a Narrative of a Country Gentleman Coming to
Court, a Nobleman in his Gallery, a Gentleman Knighted,
a Famous Pointer, etc., etc. By Archie Armstrong, Court
Jester to King James I,. and Charles Il. (1611-1637.) Cloth.$I 25

Uncle Steve's Locker. With numerous Illustrations. By Brenda,
author of Froggy's Little Brother, Victoria Bess, Five
Little Partridges, etc., etc. Cloth....... .............. I 75'

The Poetical Works of Thomas Campbell, with His Life. With
illustrations engraved on steel. Cloth............. ..... 1 25

Historical Celebrities: Oliver Cromwell, George Washington, Na-
poleon Bonaparte and His Bonaparte Family, the Duke of
Wellington, etc., etc., also numerous illustrations. Cloth. o go

The Hermit Hunter of the Wilds. With four full page illustrations
which are In Peril of Lightning and Flood. Frontispiece,
Tom Meets a Pauma on the Mountain Path. By Gordon
Stables, C.D., M.D., R.N. Cloth.....................o 90

Up the Nile. With forty illustrations. A book for Boys and Girls.
In the contents may be found the following : History and
Sculptors ; A Stroll Up the Nile ; The Cities of the Dead ;
Jumbo and the Nile Boat; The Gizeth Pyramids, etc., etc.
By H. Major, B.A., B.Sc.......................... o 90

The Laird of Logan. Being Anecdotes and Tales illustrative of the
Wit and Humor of Scotland. Edited by John Donald
Carrick, William Motherwell and Andrew Henderson, edi-
tor of the Proverbs of Scotland ........................ I 25

Dewdrops and Diamonds. With a number of illustrations. In the
contents will be found an interesting narrative on Eastern
Treasures, Exploring, Discovery, Falsely Accused, etc., etc.
Cloth........ ................................ 1 25

Dandy Blue; or, Robin's Knight-Errant. In the contents will be
found a pretty story of How a Fireman Saved two Young
Men from a Burning Building. By Emily Bodie. Cloth. o 50

A Christmas Carol in Prose. Being a ghost story of.Christmas.
With illustrations by John Leach. By Charles Dickens. . o 35

A Bunch of Roses. With a number of full page illustrations. Nicely
bound, with plain edges, large clear type edition. By C.
Lockhart Gordon, author of Elsie's Auntie, etc. Cloth... o 90

Beulah. By Augusta J. Evans Wilson, author of St. Elmo, Macaria,
Until Death do us Part,- Infelice, etc. - Cloth ... ...... o. 70

Macaria; or Altars of Sacrifice. Illustrated. By Augusta J. Evans
Wilson, author of Beulah, etc., etc.................... .O 70

Adam Dickson ; or, Sae Sweet, Sae Bonnillei. With sixteen illus-
trations by James Greig. By Thos. Mason. Cloth..... I 25

Little Ruth's Lady. A Story for Children. With a number of full
page illustrations. By Evelyn Everett Green, author of
His Mother's Book, Little Freddie, Our Winnie, etc., etc.
C loth ................................................ O 70

Joceline ; or The Cousins. With numerous illustrations. This is a
pretty little story. Bound in cloth, with gilt edges. By
M. M. Pollard, author of Deborah's School, etc.......... 90

Sandy; or, The Mystery of the Box. Illustrated. By Lucretia
Maybury, author of The Shorn Lambs, The Imbecile's
Secret, etc., etc. Cloth ..... ......................... O 70

The Maiden's Lodge; or, None of Self and All of Thee. A tale of
the Reign of Queen Anne. Illustrated. By Emily Sarah
Holt.........................................O 90

The Quo Verser. With numerous illustrations. A nice large clear
type edition. A pretty little story for children. Cloth .... O 30

The Fireside Angle, and Other Stories. Such as The Fireside
Angel, My Little Friend Katy, The Hermit and the Trav-
eller. By T. S. Arthur. Cloth........................ o 35

The Life of Mansie Wauch, Tailor in Dalkeith. Written by Him-
self. Containing a narrative of how he wept volunteering,
etc., etc. Cloth...................................... O 50

Queen Money. In the contents may be found A Dinner of Authors,
A Dinner of Millionaires. By the author of The Story of
Margaret Kent. Cloth............................. I 50

Sturdy and Strong ; or, How George Andrews Made His Way.
With four full page illustrations by Robt. Fowler. By G.
A . H enty............................................ O 90

The Pennant Family. This story is fact and may be read in the
History of Glamorganshire under the heading of Dunraven
Castle. With numerous illustrations. By Annie Beale.
C loth .......................... .................... I 25
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The ]Eduicationa1 Joi.rnal.
NEW AND CIIEAP

Little Books
REQUIRED BY EVERY TEACHER.

We ask attention to the Catalogue of Books
and School Supplies recently issued with the
EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. In it will be found
a large list of books for assistance or recreation
especially valuable to the teachers. We select
the following from the list :

For Clubbing with "Educational Journal"
To subscribers to EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL

we will give the following special list of book,
at the low prices named :-

Little People's Speaker, zoo pages, attrac-
tively bound, well filled with motion songs, concert,
holiday, temperance and patriotic pieces, suited to
every occasion in which the little folks are called upon
ti take part. Paper. rec.

Little People's Dialogues, 120 pages, band-
some cover. This book is specially prepared for child-
ren's recitations, by Clara J. Denton. It is adapted
to the most varied kinds of entertainments and exhibi-
tions. Paper, asic.

Bumorous Dialogues sud Dramas, band
some cover, contains a great variety of specially pre-
pared selections, humorous, without being coarse.
Paper, 25c.

Sunday School and Church Entertain-
ment,, handsome cover, contains dialogues, tableaux,
recitation, concert pieces, motion'songs, and short
dramas, illustrating Biblical truths. Paper, 25c.

Marchs Speeches and Dialogues for Wee
Tots, compris ng a variety of short speeches and
dialogues, suitable to children f om three to ten years
old. Paper, 25C.

Tableaux, Charades and Pantomines. A
first-class collection for various entertainments. Paper,
25c.

Jokes. A collection of the brightest, funniest and
most catching lies of the day. s5o pages; attractive
cover. Paper, 25C.

Popular Synonyma. Twenty-five thousand
words in ordinary use ; accurate, elegant, cheap.
Flexible cloth cover, 25c.

Words Correetly Spoken. A work valuable
to ail who desire accuracy of language. Cloth, 5c.

The following apecial list wil be
found attractive:

Wilford's Original Dialogue, and
Speeones for Young Folks.-Being by far the
most complete of its kind ever issued. This work sup-
plies that palpable need, which has so long been
evident in b oks of this class, that of Dialoes. and
SfOeeches adapted to the natures of children. This work
contains 1e original Dialogues and 53 Speeches,
especielly adapted for children between the ages of five
and 12 years. z6o pages. Paper cover, pnice 2!c.

Ritter's Book of Mook Trials.-An entirely
novel ide&. The trials are very amusing take-offs of
actual scene in court and daily life ; containing six-
teen complete trials - adapted to performance by
amateurs or professionals. Paper cover, price 25c.

Rowton's Complete Debater.-Containin
nine complete Debates, Outlines of Debates, and 1o
questions for Debate. The most perfect work of its
kind published, and especially adapted to Literary
and Debating Societies. No person should be without
this great literary worx. We are sure that those who
purchase copies will declare it well worth ten times the
amount spent. Containing over 2oo pages. Boards,
price 50 cts.

Beales Calesthonios k Light G tis
for Young Folks.-igo ilhustrations from Life by
Photographic Process. Containing Broom and k an
Drills, Marches, Fencing Club, Hand and Dumb Bell
Execises, Swimming and Music for Marching. This
is the most complete work published on the subject.
s6o pages. Bards, 75 cts.

Burdett's Dutoh Dialeot Reoitations and
Readings.-This collection of amusing and laugh.
aole recitations embraces al the newest and most
successful pieces, original and selected, with which
the celebrated reader, James S. Burdett, invari.bly
" b-ings down the house." Containing 94 original and
elected gems of Humorous German dialect pieces in

prose and poetry. 16mo, z6o pages. Price, paper
05 cts.

Brudder Gardner's Stump Speeches and
Coming Lectures.-Containing the best hits of the
leading Negro delineators of the present day, com-
prising the most amusing and side-splitting contribu-
tion of oratorical effusions which have ever been pro-
duced to the public. The newest and best book of
Negro comicalities published. s6o pages. Bound in
illummuated paper covers. Price 25 cts.

Sent post-paid ois receipt of price.
Address:

GRIP PRINIlNG and PUBUISHING CO,
26 & 28 Front St. West, Toronto.

Some Choice Books
SUITABLE FOR TEACHERS.

Casell5 s Concise Cyclopiedia: Edited by
Wm. Heaton; with 6oo Illustrations;
new andrevised. Royal 81o., Colored Edges,bound
Libra ste. Price, $5.oo.

Camsela Miniature cyclopeedia; containing
oosub ect. Bound in Cloth. Price, $5o.

Cassell'sLtin-English Dictionary, by J. R
Beard, D.D. and C. Board, B.A.; 914 pages. Crown
8vo. Price, $i.50.

Cassell s Germa-.English and EnglIah.
German Dictionary; by E. Weir; cloth ; r126
pages. Crown 8vo. Price, $.5o.

Cassell'. French-English and Engllsh-
Trench Dictionary ; Compiled from the best
authorities of both languages ; by Professor De Lolme
and Wallace and Henry Bridgeman; revised and
correctedl front the seventh and atst edition (z87
of the Dictioary of French Academy; by Prof.
Rowland, B.A. (Paris); rr52 pages. Crown 8vo.,
HalfRoxburgh. Price, $.50.
Any of the above books sent with a year's subscrip-

tion to the JOURNAL for $.oo extra, or
You can get them Free by sending us three new Sub-

scribers to Grip and six dollars in cash, the regular
subscription price, and we will send any one of the
Dictionaries or the Miniature Cyclopædia free, postage
paid, or

Send us ten new Subriptions to Grip and twenty
dollars in cash, the regular subscription price, and we
will send you the Concise Cyclopædia free, postage
paid, or,

If you prefer the Dictionaries ta the Concise Cyclo-
padia send us twîve new subscrptions ad twenty-four
dollars in cash and we will send you the three Diction-
aries and the Miniature Cyclopedia.

If you cannot procure the required number of sub-
scriptions to entitle you to a book, send us ail you can
and we will charge you just enough to cover the cost of
the book ta us.

Don't fail to try; every subscription secured will
materially reduce the price of the books to you.

These books have been carefully selected as ones
most needful ta the teaching profession.

This is the greatest Offer ever made to the Teachers
of the Dominion.

These publications are the most receut editions cf the
celebrated publishens, CASSELL r GO., London and
New York.

THIRD EDITION !
Indispensable to every live Teacher.

Practical Prob1ems
IN

For First, Second and Third Classes.

By JAMES WHITE, Public School Teacher
EDMONTON, . ONT.

This book bas been prepared specially to suit the
convenience of Public School Teachers. It contains
about 700 Practical Problems suitable for First,
Second and Third Classes in Publsc Schools. It is
very carefully graded, and each principle requlred ta
he taught is introduced in logical order. It receives
the hearty approval of Teachers and Inspectors.

Read their Opinions.
From ALLAN EMBURy, Esq., Inspector, Peel.

I have examined this little book of Arithmetical
Problems, and can give it an unqualified endorsation.
The questions are carefully graded, and are specially
suited to the wants of our over-worked teachers who
have not always the time to devote to the preparation
of exercises upon the various subjects of the school
curriculum. The questions are not stated in the form
of propositions; but their statement is incidental,
leaving the iner connection of the problems to he dis-
covered by the pupil himself; and in this important
feature lies their special adaptability as an educational
force. I heartily recommend this book to al teachers
wishing to economize time and labor in their prepara.
tion for ordinary school work.

From E. TROUGHT, EsQ., Teacher, Member County
Board of Examiners, Inglewood.
I have examined with some care Practical Problems

in Ariti metic for First, Second and Third Classes. by
Mr. White, Edmonton. Wi:hout the slightest hesita-
tion I say that they are the best i have ever seen-the
bect lu selection, the best in grading, and above al, the
best for developing the reasoning powers of the child,and for exercisng his lngenuity. A special feature o
the grading is that principles which have been intro.
duced are being constantly made use of in the succeed-
ing problems which are in their turn introducing new
prnciples, so that the whole work may he said to be
one unconscious review. It is a great boon to
Teachers.

Price, Bound in ClotU, 25 et*.
ADDRassS,

Grip Frintig & Pllishiii Co,
TOR OclTO.

SPECIAL SUMMER SESSION for teachers, students and others. A six weeks practical course will be
given in BOOK-KEEPING and SHORTEAND at the

GALT BUSINESS COLLEGE AND SHORTHAND INSTITUTE.
Commencing Monday, July f 3 th, ending August 21st. Every teacher and s udent should avail himself of this

opportunity tomaster these subjects.
GALT, UNT. J. SHARP, PRINCIPAL.

Womans Medical College, Toronto.
In Affiliation with Trinity and Toronto Universities.

Sunyrer Session opens April 27th.
NIlTH WiQter Session opegs October 1st.

Apply for Announcement, giving full information, to

Dr. D. J. GIBB WISHART, Secy;, 47 rosvenor St, Toron.

WHERE AND HOW TO GET YOUR

STANDARD DICTIONARY I
The Regulations of the Education Department (approved August 25, 1885),

No. 23 ( f), read as follows :
"Every School should have, at least, a Standard Dictionary and a Gasetteer."

We make Teacl4ers and Boards of Trustees tgle followigg offers:-
Concise Imperia, best binding, -
Webster's I¯nternationaZ, fZZ bounci,
Lippincott's GazetteerfuZI bound, -

$5.50
12.50
11.50

Together with one year's subscription to THE EDUCATIONAL
JOURNAL in every case.

The Grip Printing and Publishing Co.
26 & 28 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO.

-SPL.ElNDID RECaORD-.

JoITIIJIIEisR [E ISIIRIJE ODIur91.
HEAD OFFICE: TORONTO, ONT.

PROGRESS FOR THE PAST YEAR.
Inerease In Premium Income - - $48,922.90

Interest Income - - - 15,215.18
Assets - - - - 219,189.62
Surplus - - - - 56,878.54
Insuance in 1,007,692.00

A noticeable feature in connection with your progress is that the average ratio of expenses to
income bas decreased four per cent. This combined with the large gains shown in every depart-
ment, ranging from ten to eighty per cent. makes a record unexcelled by that of any other con-
pany. "-[From report of Consulting Actuary. ]

PRESIDENT.
HON. A. MACKENZIE, M.P., Ex-Prime Minister of Canada.

VICE-PRESIDENTS.
JOHN L. BLAIKIE Esq. - - - - HON. G. W. ALLAN

MANAGING DIRECTOR.
WILLIAM McOABE, F.I.A.

rEACHERS AND STUDENTS
When in need of Books will find it to, their advantage to send their orders to us, as we
have unusual facilities for prompt forwarding, and our prices are known to be of the lowest.

We Can Supply Any Book You Want.

VANNEVAR & 00.
440 Yonge Street.

- Educational BooIsellers.
TORONTO, ONT.

rURIN
TO THE EDITOR:

Please inform your readers that I have a positive remedy for the aboya namddisease. By Its timely use thousands ofhopeless cases have been permanently cued. I abauibe glad ta send two botties of my remedy FREE .to any f our readers who have con"nou " wil send me their Express and Post Ofce Nddress. Rpecr.A L U;Î M.o., îl we.t £dowai.* et., rtouroN , ONTARio.
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